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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study \¡/as to investigate the anxiety

levels of StudenË Teachers duríng the sËudent teaching year. It rvas

also íntended to identÍfy some of the anxiety-causíng concerns of

student teachers and to examine the origins of these concerns.

The StaËe-TraiË theory of anxiety i,ras used as the fundamental

approach to anxiety. The anxíeËy levels vlere measured by the State-

Trait Anxíety Inventory and the Teacher Anxiety Scale. The Teacher

Anxiety Scale was also used to determine the most prominent anxiety-

causíng concerns and a questionnaire was developed to discover the

origins of the concerns.

Data were collected at four times during the student teaching

year from 9l student teachers at Brandon UniversiEy.

The t-test was used to examíne the data for dífferences in

Ievels of anxiety throughout the student teaching year. A-State

anxiety levels decreased sígnifÍcantly durÍng the initial theoretical

sessíon and also during the inítial practicum session, but not during

the last half of the student teachíng year. Anxiety 1eve1s as

measured by the Teacher Anxiety Scale decreased signíficantly duríng

the initial practicum session and also during the final half of the

student teachíng year. Student teachers \^líth hígh levels of Trait

anxiety showed a signíficant decrease in anxiety levels during the

first practicum but 1ow A-Traít subjects did not.

A one-way analysis of varíance r¡/as used to discover relation-

ships between anxiety levels and the following five characteristícs:

l_l



TraLt Anxiety, age, sex, program level and success as measured by

certífication recommendatíons. No statistical differences \^rere found

among mean scores for the characterístics of age, sex, program level

and certification on either the A-State or the TCHAS. High A-Trait

subjects scored signifícantly higher on the Teacher Anxiety Scale

than did low A-Trait student teachers.

The data from the TCHAS were factox anaLyzed for each of the

three testing sessíons. Four factors were examined for each session.

These factors ísolated concerns for interpersonal relationships,

teachíng skílls, ability to teach as compared to peers and satisfac-

tion in the teaching profession.

An item analysis of the TCHAS indicated Ëhat the strongest

cofrcerns were related to supervísion by the college supervisor and

the school principal, lesson preparation skills, relatíonships with

students and competence in teaching compared to other student Ëeachers.

These corrcerns rrere aaong the strongest throughout the year but the

basic emphasis shifted from a strong concern for supervisors early in

the year to a sËrong comparíson of self to peers by the end of the

year.

The most frequent orígins of Ëeacher concerns mentíoned were

Ëhings imagined and thÍngs observed.

Two principal conclusions were reached. First, anxiety revels

are highest príor to the ínitÍal practicum and any attempts Lo lower

anxiety levels r¿ould be best attempted at thÍs time. second, student

teachers are mainly concerned with lesson preparation skí1ls, their

relationships with students, being evaluated and finding a job.

all
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Chapter 1

THE PROBLEM AREA

I. INTRODUCTION

TradÍtionally novice teachers have been prepared for a career

ín teachíng by undertaking a program of studies r¿hich attempts to

prepare them for the classroom. The professional training may provide

some knowledge of the theory of learning, accepLed methods of teaching

students of differenË age levels and methods of evaluating student

progress. The theoretical foundatíon ís combined with a period of

time allotted for a school practicum. During thís tj-me the student

teacher is under supervision by a member of the teacher training

instítution and by a certified teacher or cooperating teacher. The

faculty advisor works closely v¡ith the cooperating teacher in

counselling the student teacher. The advisor has the responsibilíty

for evaluating the practicum buË usually does so only after

consult.atíon with the cooperaËing Ëeacher.

The sËudent teacher during the practicum is expected to

translate the Ëheory of professional training into pracLíce. Usually

this is done on a graduated sequential basis. Brayne summarizes the

actíviËíes of student teaching:

Student Teaching ínvolves a progressive series of actívíties
beginning with the time the student teacher makes his first
contact with the cooperating school right up Ëo and includíng the
assumption of full responsibility for classroom activities. The
sequence of activiËies should be a gradual Ëransítion from
depend.ency upon Ëhe cooperating teacher to initiatÍve on the parË
of the student teacher. The time spent on each activitíy depends



on a number of factors, primarily the deoonstrated competence of
the student teacher himself, the 1eve1 taught, and the type of
learners (Brayne, L974:7).

The amount of personal growth t.hat the student teacher

experiences is determined by a number of factors. Interpersonal

relations between the student teacher and the supervisors seems to

one of the most frequently mentioned concerns of student teachers.

Krecsy (1975:f5) found a faLrLy strong association between success

faculty supervisoï - student teacher interpersonal relationship and

studenË teachíng success. Moskowitz found that:

be

lI't

. . . differences in personality or varying viewpoints between
cooperatíng Ëeachers and student teachers have often led to
anxietíes and unprofítable experiences and may have even convínced
some student teachels not to go into teaching at all (IfoskowLt-2,
L966:1r4).

Marso (L97I:194) suggests that the rate of transitÍon from

college classes to classroom responsibilitíes and resulting anxieËies

often cause new teachels to be more influenced by experience than by

Ëheory. Student teachers have come through a number of years of

schooling where they have spent the majority of their time acquiring

mastery of subject natter. Goodlad (79652264) suggests that during

this time they have had no opportunity to learn to adapt this subject

matteï for students Ín elementary and secondary schools nor Ëo learn

how Lo encourage inquiry into subject matter. Goodlad believes that

the short professional training that the student teacher receíves and

the abruptness r,¡íth which he must make the transition from student to

teacher forces him through the demands for survival to use the most

secure and familiar method of instructíon. He suggests that another

poi''erful facËor forcing the sËudent to use survival skills is the

knowledge that Ëhe first teaching appointmenË may often depend on the
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reconmendations of the cooperating teacher. Thus the student teacher

tends to forget the partíal1y assimílated principles from the bríef

traíning period.

Southard (L966) found that the degree of do¡¡rnatísm of the

cooperating teacher and of the student Leacher affects the compatíbi1-

ity of the dyad. Indiviciuals who have highly similar dogmatic

personalitíes rvork well together. tr'Iorkíng dyads r,rith extreme differ-

ences ín dogmatic personalities tend to dominate one another to such

an extent that the other becomes submissive and a compatible relation-

ship tends to develop. However, the dyads beLween these extremes

tend to be incompatible.

In summary, the degree of dogmatism betr'¡een student teacher

and supervisor, the interpersonal relations of the members of the

dyad and the rate of transiËion from student to teacher are some of

the factors that affect the student teacher ín the student teaching

session. All of these factors involve interaction between the student

teacher and one of the supervisors, particularly the cooperating

Ëeacher. The abilíty to work with the cooperatíng teacher will have

a bearing on the confidence wiËh which the student teacher approaches

Ëasks such as student discipline, lesson planning, student evaluation,

etc.

Dunstan, a student teacher who had just completed his student

teaching, \../rote:

Student Teaching is perhaps the most rer¡tarding and anxious
period of a prospective teacherts career. It conjures fantacies
of success yet it gives an insight into the agony of failure. It
is a time when a sËudent's preparations are put to the acid test
and when any romanËic notions of teaching are dÍsmissed (Dunstan,
I973:30).



Preparations by a student teacher for his first student

teaching session can índeed be an anxíous experience. The student

teacher is going as a ner^rcomer to the school where all eyes will be

upon him. The envíronment will be as unfam-iliar as the task at hand.

The security of a student task will be exchanged for a positíon of

scrutiny at the front of the room. The student teacher can be beset

r¿ith ¡¿orries, problems and unansr¡/ered questions concerning the un-

knor¡n. Rawlins (1970) found that beginning teachers tend to perceive

that they will encounËer many more problems and to a significantly

greater degree than they acËua1ly encounter. The perception of these

problems may lead to anxieties.

The build-up of anxiety due to the unknov¡n adds to the general

level of anxiety which each individual possesses. The magnitude of

thís build-up wíll depend upon the extent to which the student teacher

perceives the sítuatíon to be threatening or dangerous and Ëhe tenden-

cy of the indívidual to respond Ëo the situation (Spielberger, L970).

Festínger (L957) suggests that ruhen these tensions build up, pressures

to reduce the tensions begin to work wíthin the indivídual. One would

expect that the combinatíon of these pressures and the familiarization

r'¡iËh the unknown would lead to a reducLion of student teacher anxi-

eties over a períod of time.

II. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

r¡Iith all the pressures placed on the student teacher, there

seems to be a need to find \¡/ays to help reduce the tensions of the

student teacher or to limit the extent to which they build up. inlhen

the student teacher anxieties and Lhe sources are identífied, the



practicum can be made more meaningful for the student teacher.

In recent years there has been some research into the trends

in anxiety levels during the student teaching session (e.g., Campbe11,

1968; Miller and Jurs, L974). The purpose of this study \^7as to

examíne the anxiety levels duríng the student teaching year' to

examíne the anxiety producing concerns during the student teaching

year and to examine the relatíonship between these tv/o constructs.

More specifically ans\¡/ers to these quesËions have been sought:

1. How do STATE anxiety 1eve1s, as measured by the State-

Trait AnxieËy Inventory (STAI), fluctuate during the student teaching

year?

2. Do the levels of these concerns fluctuate duríng the

student Ëeaching year?

3. Is there a relaÈionship between STATE anxiety 1evels and

the expressed concerns of student teachers?

4. Idhat are Ëhe expressed concerns of sËudent teachers as

measured by the Teacher Anxiety Scale (TCHAS) ?

5. What are the self expressed sources of these concerns?

6. Is there a relationship between TRAIT anxiety levels, as

measured by the STAI and the expressed concerns of studenË teachers?

III. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

The student teaching practicum ís an exËremely short period in

whích the student teacher must somehor.^¡ bridge the gap between theory

and practice. For many it is impossible to accomplish thís feat in

the short time allotted and as a result the teacher spends a good part

of rhe first year as a novice teacher learning the things t.hat should



have been learned during student teaching under the supervision of a

certified teacher.

Bessaí, coordinator of Graduate studies in the university of

Regína, suggests that colleges of education across Canada tend to

segregate rather than integrate the theoretical and the practical

elements of the course T¡7ork. This leads to 'tall kínds of unhealthy

tensíons l¡eing] generated" (Bessai and Edmonds, L97727).

Tennyson and l^Iooley (L97L) found that indíviduals who have

anxieËy increases during diffícult tasks can be expected to perform

more efficiently if they receive instruction geaTed to slower in-

creases of difficulty. A-1l student teachers enrolled in their student

teaching year receive the same amount of sËudent teaching. Thís makes

it vÍrtually impossible to accommodate índividual differences in

student teachers and at Ëhe same time prepare aIL student teachers

equally for the first teaching experience. When a novice teacher

enters the first teaching assígnment with high resídual anxíety or

professionally unprepared, the students are bound to suffer while the

teacher attempts to make the necessary and required adjustments. If

t.he teacher can make the adjustments efficiently, the damage to the

pupils can be neglígible. llhen the situation is knovm to the school

administrator, it may be possíb1e for the teacher to receive some

assistance in making the adjustments. If the mental health of a

teacher is ever vulnerable, the initial teaching period would surely

be untenable. The mental health of a teacher ís extremely important:

Most educators would agree that the teacherts tpersonalityr or
rmental health' (and behavior) are ímportant in the classroom;
some might consider these characteristics everi more important than
his knovrledge of the subject natter and meËhods of teaching. Lrhen

a teacher Í.aí-l.s, the failure is often attribuËed to personality



defects, such as Ínsufficient warmth, zeaL, or sensitivity, or
perhaps authoritarianísm, rigidity, or permissíveness" (Coats and
Thoresen, L974:L).

Goodlad (19652267) subscribes to the idea that student teach-

ing is not long enough to train the student teacher to make the

transítion from student to teacher and recormnends the residency

concept be adopted in the preparation of beginning teachers. It is

probably necessary, due to todayts economic crísis in education, to

find a way of making the existing student teachíng session more mean-

ingful by facilitating the transition as much as possible.

A positive self-concept has been found to be signifícantly

related to success in student teaching (Passmore, L970). Krecsy

supports thís and suggests that the supervisor can best facilitate the

development of this self-concept by attempting to develop with the

student teacher, a sound interpersonal cornmunications channel. He

suggests that thís is necess ary iÍ. the supervísor is Lo . . . "aid the

student teacher in ínvestigating his personal and professíonal ro1e,

in identifying areas of difficulties, and in developing possible

solutíons to theset' (Krecsy, L975:114). An attempt has been made to

improve interpersonal relaËions by training both the cooperating

teacher and the student teacher in Flanderrs InteracËion Analysis

techníque for assessing the cornrnunications patterns in the classroom

(luloskowitz, L966). Experímentally, this has proven to be beneficial

in opening communications channels ¡¿ithin the dyad. Hor¿ever, the

Ëraining of cooperating teachers poses a problem. The training of

teachers in the technique is very time consumíng for the teacher.

Also, if the technique is to remain operational for the teacher, the

process must be practíced regularly. It is questionable Íf classroom



teachers would be willing to devote the time necessary to become

proficient ín the technique.

Teacher training ínstitutions are continually experimenting

\,¡íth program varíations in attempts to make the professional training

more efficient for the preservice teacher. Micro-teaching is a

popular technÍque used by universíties which utilizes the video tape

recorder. Usíng peers as subjects, the student teacher experíments

with a varíety of teachíng techniques. The playback Ëhen permíts a

self analysis. Demonstration schools have been used to allow a

preservice teacher to observe a master teacher in action. This

technique ís an attempt to bridge the gap between theory and pracËice

prior to the student teaching experience. Uníversities are experi-

menting wíth a variety of extended field experience programs in an

attempt Ëo find the most efficíent combÍnation of Lheory and student

Ëeachíng. Brandon School Division //lr0 and the I'aculty of Education,

Brandon University, for example, experÍmented with the "teacher

auxiliary" concept. In this program, the prospectíve Èeacher spends

a year in the school system working as a paraprofessional príor Ëo

the professional training. Other school distrÍcts have attempted to

copy the medical professionrs intern program. The beginnÍng teacher

or íntern spends a year in the school system rvith less than a full

professional teaching load. The intern year comes after the comple-

tion of the professional trainíng of the intern and provides for

extended supervísory guidance from the professional staff of the

school.

There seems to be a clear need for finding \¡iays to improve

the efficiency of the transítion from college Ëo classroorn. Finding
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a moïe efficient balance betr'reen theory and fíeld experience may be

beneficial to some. However, regardless of the type of program, some

support r.,¡ou1d be given to the supervisory process if there \Áras a

beËter understanding of the variations in emotional stress of the

student teacher and the causes of these stresses.

Gustafson (1969:f5) states that "it is clear that anxiety does

affect the type of interaction occurríng in the classroom". The

assumption follows that anxiety r"ri1l also affect the interaction

between student teacher and supervisor. If counselling the student

Ëeacher is one of the roles of the supervisors, then it follows that

anxiety could Ínterfere with Ëhís counsellíng. Since the student

teaching períod is of short duration, maximum professíonal growth of

the student teacher carì. only be attained when all barriers to personal

interaction are minimízed as early in the student teachíng year as

possible. Part of the function of the supervísors is to evaluate the

Ëeaching ability of the student teacher. Objectivity in thís assess-

ment is extremely important both from the point of view of profession-

al growth of the student teacher and because this assessment will

undoubtedly have a bearing on the emplo;rnent opportunities of that

student teacher. trdhen factors such as student teaching anxieties

screen the potentíal of the student teacher, hís true capabilitíes

may not be realized.

Duríng the student teaching year the sËudent teacher is

exposed to a different type of learning. Curriculum development,

discipline problems, and a multitude of other nerù concepts are

challenges to be faced. The student teacher is now learning pïocesses

that will be aoplied to oËher human beings. The responsibility
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associated with the program can be frightening to many. Gaudry and

Spielberger (L97L:74) state that I'overwhelming weight of evídence

consístently points to a negative relation between anxiety and various

measures of learning and academic achievement.tr rrÁiith a better under-

standing of the nature, sources and levels of anxietíes of student

teachers, there may be need to interject somethÍng into the profes-

sional program of the student teacher at critical times in order to

remove or prevent anxiety.

Student teacher.

IV. DEFINITION OF TERMS

An inciívidual enrolled in the practicum year of a

teacher trainÍng program in the Faculty of Educatíon or the Faculty

of Music, Brandon University, during t1:'e L975-76 academic year.

Cooperating teacher. A member of staff in the school in which the

practícum is held and who takes responsibility for supervising and

counselling Ëhe student teacher.

Faculty supervisor. member of the University Faculty charged with

supervising the practicum experience of studentthe responsibílity for

teachers.

SËudenË teachíng. The period of time the student teacher spends in

the school observing teaching methods, experimenting with teaching

meËhods, assisting Ëhe cooperating teacher and working with students

of the school (synonymous with "practicum").

Student teachíng year.

the practicum.

The year of professional traíníng that includes
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State anxiety. A transítory emotional sLate or conditíon of the

human organism that Ís characterízeð' by subjective, consciously

perceived feelings of tensíon and apprehension and heightened auto-

tomic nervous system actívity and as expressed by the State-Trait

Anxiety Inventory (STAI) , form X-l (Gaudry and Spielberget, L97L:I4) .

Traít anxiety. Relatively stable individual differences in anxiety

proneness, ËhaË is, to differences between people ín the tendency to

respond Ëo situatíons perceived as threatening and as expressed by the

STAI, form X-2 (Gaudry and Spíelberger, l97LzL4).

V. LIMITATIONS OF TTiE STUDY

The size of rhe sample of student teachers in the "music" cell

is extremely small in relation Lo t'elementary" and ttsecondaryt' cells.

Therefore, ê[y extreme scores may have an undue influence on the

results of the study.

Sínce programs vary widely from university to university and

from year to year within the same university, and since orientation Ëo

student teaching will vary, caution must be taken in inferring the

results of this study on all teacher training institutions. The

subjects involved in thís study completed all of Ëhe practicum during

Ëhe certification year. In some teacher training programs, the

pracËicum is extended over a tr,lo or three year period.

VI. THESIS OVERVIEI'T

In this chapter the problem area has been reviewed and the

research questions have been presented. In Chapter 2, an introducËion
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to anxiety theory as it Telates to this study is presented together

r,rith a reviev¡ of the research that has been carried out on the

anxíeties specífic to teachers. Chapter 3 will describe the instru-

mentatíon and the data collection procedures. The results of the

analysis wíl1 be presented ín ChapËer 4. The final chapter wÍ11

summarize the findings of the study and r¿í11 draw some conclusions.



Chapter 2

RELATED LITERATURE

I. INTRODUCT]ON

Anxíety is a Janus-headed creature that can irnpel man to self-
improvement, achievement and compeËence, or can distort and
impoverish hís existence and that of his fellows. The distinction
appears to be a sheer maËter of degree, of intensity, as it is
with many other phenomena of human life. The urgent need is to
acquire Ëhe knowledge to utilíze anxiety constructively, to be its
master and not its slave (Levitt , L967:234) .

The complexity of the topic of anxiety has led to a multitude

of research studies in the past century. Spielberger (1966) estimates

Ëhat 3,500 publications related to anxiety appeared between 1950 and

1966. It would serve no meaningful purpose to review the vast body of

literature in this thesis. Rather, a review will be made of only that

segment of the 1íterature that relates to the study of anxíeties in

student teaching. The review will also ínclude a brief suÍrmary of the

development of some of the theories of anxiety as they pertaín to

learning theory and some of the work being done in the specific area

of student teaching.

II. ANXTETY: fTS NATURE AND EFFECTS

TheoreËical Base

The modern contemporatry theories of anxíety began with the work

of I(ierlcegaard and the publícation of The Concept of Dread in 1844.

Kierkegaard, a theologian and a psychologist, dealt wíth personal

responsibilit¡2, guilt and anxiety (McReynolds, L976). Kierkegaard was
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searching for a new basis for uníty of personality by tryíng to solve

the problem of anxiety. Thís publication marked the first time that

anxíety was identified as a specific problem (May, 1950).

Students of anxiety such as Kierkegaatd and Freud separated

anxÍety into two different forms. Normal anxiety or objective anxíety

was the form of anxiety that resulted from the indívidual reactíng to

a stimulus in a manner which r¡/as proportional to the threat to his

personality. Neurotic anxiety r,^/as that feeling that resulted \n7hen the

indívidual reacted to the objectíve Ëhreat ín a disproportional manner.

Freud, however, r47as the first to attempt to explain anxiety in terms

of psychological theory (Spíelberger, L96629). He described anxiety

as "a specific state of unpleasure" (Freud , 1936:70) . Anxiety was

something felt by the índividual and was rated as arl increase in

excítaËion which \^ras responsible for not only the unpleasure but also

Íts díscharge through motor processes (Freud, L936:70).

Freudts main concern \,/as one of identifying the sources of

stímulation which precípitated anxíety rather than analyzíng tLre

properties of the anxiety states. His Ëheories evolved over a period

of fifty years of continuous modification (Spielberger, L966). His

works are best noted for his focus on neurotic anxíety and he suggest-

ed that neurotic anxiety resulted from the indÍvidualrs ínability to

cope with relatively minor objective threats such that the source of

the danger became internal rather than external (May, 1950:L99).

Personality theorísts have been unable to reach agreement about

Itthe nature of anxíety, the particular stímulus conditions that arouse

it, and the sorts of past experiences that make individuals more or

less vulnerable Lo ítrr (Spielber ger , 1966: 11) . Mor,¡rer's "guilË
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theorytt, Sullivants "tensíon theoryt' and Mayts ttapprehension theoryil

are but a few of the more prominent theories developed (Spielberger,

1966:ff). Ifost of the research on anxíety prior to the 1950's

involved investigati-ons of. f.ear, frustratíon and conflict in animals:

sheep (Liddell, L944), dogs (Gantt, 7942), cats (Masserman, 1943),

rats (Mowrer, 7940; Miller, 1948).

For ethical reasons there r¡/as very 1íttle experimental work on

human anxiety during this period (Spielberger, 1966:5). Not until

1951 v¡as experimental research extended to human subjects by Taylor

(Spielberger, l-975zf18). Following her research, the number of books

and artícles writËen on anxiety-related Ëopics has risen very sharply.

"Perhaps, as suggested by Levy (1961), the research trends...reflect

the availability of instruments and techníque for measuring anxietyil

(Spielberger, L96627). Probably the most significant of these scales

was the Manifest Anxiety Scale (MAS) which first was developed by

Taylor in 1951. This instrument w'as developed as a measure of general

drive in accordance with Spencets Ior¡a Theory, not as a measure of

clinical anxiety per se (Levitt, L967:84, f39). Over Lhe next fifteen

years it is estimated that over 2,000 studies employed the MAS

(Spielberger, L9752119) .

Drive Theory of Learning

Drive theory as developed by Spence and Taylor used as its

basis I{ullian concepts. Hul1rs Multiplicative Drive Theory assumed

that the strengLh of any given response l{as a funcËíon of total

effective drive sLaLe (D) and habit strengrh (H). He assumed that

drive combines mulËiplicatively wíth the learned tendencies or habit
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strength to yietd a resultant "excÍtatory potential (E) " r,¡hich is

expressed sínply as E = D x H. Thus, íf there r/üas no learned habit,

no excitation potential would result (Brown, 1961). The ímplication

of this concept is that all learning is a function of reinforcement.

Hullían theory, however, dealt with the effect of the relative

strength of a single habit. The stronger the habit strength, the

stronger the excitatory potential and hence the response strength for

all indivÍdua1s, regardLess of their drive level. For a given habit

strength, high drive índividuals \,/ould be expected to be superior in

performance on simple tasks.

Spence and Taylor expanded Hullrs theory to include complex

learning situations and used primarlLy Ëhe MAS as a measure of drive

Ëo test and verify theíT assumptions (Spence and Spence, 1966; Taylor,

1956). They maintain that as the taslc becomes more complex, there

appears one or more additional Tesponse tendencies that are ínvoked

by the stimulus, only one of which is correct. Each one of these

response tendencies, however, is affected by the MultiplicaËive for-

mula. Thus, the response tendency with the greatest habit will have

the greatest excitatory potential and thus the greatest probabílíty of

occurring and the number of correct and incorrect response tendencies

becomes a variable as well as the habit strength of each one.

Consequently, if the incorrect response tendencies are higher in the

habit hierarchy than the correct Tesponse tendencies, high drive

índividuals would be expected to be inferior in performance to low

drive individuals. If the correct response is strongest, it wíll have

more "E", and the high dríve índividual would be expected to be

superíor. ln a learníng situation, the strength of the correct
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response tendency would increase with time and the performance of the

high drive individual would be expected to increase.

In summary, high drive indivíduals would be expected to show

superiority on easy tasks where there are fer¿ interfering or competing

response tendencies. As the difficulty of the task increases, the

superíority of the high drive individual would be expected to decrease.

High drive individuals would be expected to show inferiority early in

learning, but later in learning when the weak correct response tenden-

cies are learned and strengthened in habit, the high drive individual

would tend to improve.

Taylor ís very explicít in poínting out that in spite of the

fact that a number of resealchers have used the MAS as a measure of

anxiety, its purpose rlas solely to select subjects differing ín drive

level for her investigations of Drive Theory (Taylor, 1956:303).

Taylor does acknowledge, however, a close correlation beËween anxiety

and drive level: t'...scores on the scale (MAS) are in some manner

related to emotional responsiveness, whích in turn, contributes to

drive level (Taylor, L956:306) and "...índíviduals scoring high and

1ow on the anxíety scale will differ in drive level" (Taylor, L956:

307). Not all performance differences between anxiety groups, however,

can be explained in terms of drive theory (Spence and Spence, L966:

292) .

Spence conceptualLzed anxiety as an acquíred drive which had

the capacity to energize the organism. Levítt (L967:140) reports that

Spencet s theory of anxiety parallels drive theory of multiplicative

relationshíps: "...anxiety will energize or strengthen each of the

habits in the hierarchy in proporËion to the ínitial strength of the
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habit." Such a condÍtíon would then

the absolute difference ín the value

habit that is the stronger.

have the effect of increasing

of "Et', thus enexgizíng the

During the 1950's a great deal of research on anxiety dealt

r'rith Drive Theory and the relationship between anxiety (as measured by

l"fAS), stress and learning. The results yielded conflicting results,

however, ín providing both support to the Drive Theory and to the

relaËionships between Stress and Learning.

Taylor was able to support her Drive theorÍes experímentally

(Taylor, L956:307), but acknowledges other contradíctory findings by

Hilgard, Jones and Koplin (Taylor, L956:308). The líterature of this

period shows consíderable support for the Drive Theory using the MAS

(Spielberger, L975:LZL; Spence and Farber, L954) and also casts

considerable doubt on the validity of some of the assumptions (Sarason

and Palola, 1960; Sarason, L956; Spielberger, L975:123; Mandler and

Sarason, L952; Sarason, Mandler and Craghil, L952).

Contemporary Theories on Anxiety

Thus, research abouË anxiety during the 1950ts and the early

7960' s produced conflicting results and variations in some theories.

Spíelberger corunents, "given the conceptual ambiguitíes in anxiety

theory, it is not surprising that anxíety research is characterized by

semantic confusion and contradictory findings" (Spielberger, L966:I2)

and:

. .. there is a lack of general consensus on specific aspects of
Èhe nature of anxíety, and on specific aspects of the relaËion of
anxiety to a broad spectrunn of behavioral indices. I^Iith this
state of affairs, it is difficult to derive rigorous explanatíons
of anxiety, and to make precise predíctions about the effects of
anxiety and associated phenomena (Phillip, et al, L9722436).
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of the confusion and inconsístency may be caused by the

emotional phenomena (Spielberger, L972b:25). The use of

anxiety, f.ear, stress and tension led to dÍffering

complexity

such terms

of

AS

conceptions of the psychological construct of anxíeËy, since these

terms meant different things to different invesËigators. Another

major difficulty is that "...most investigators have defined anxiety

in terms of a complex personality process with multiple components,

and each investigator has tended to include different aspects or

components in hís definitions of the anxiety process" (Spielberger,

1972, YoL. TT:484). A good example of the inconsistencíes is the

confusion over the use of the terms fear and anxiety. Levitt suggests

"...the distínction between anxiety and fear is no more than theoreLi-

cal" (Levitt , 1967:3). I4owrer regards anxiety and fear as synonomous

(Spíelberger, Vol. II, L975:f17). EpsËein argued that anxiety and

fear are identical except for the ease wíËh whích the evoking stimuli

can be identified, while others (Lazarus and Averill, Spielberger)

concede anxiety and fear as sharing cornmon elements, while stíIl

others (Sarason) Lhink that anxieËy and fear are different (Sarason,

I97 5:]-79) .

Epstein reviewedthe theories of Goldstien, Rogers, May,

Lazarus, Mandler and Cattell on the matter of fear versus anxieËy and

points out the similarities and differences. Hís conclusíon from the

ínvestigatÍon is that the rnost comtron distinction in fear is that the

source of the threat is known, while with anxiety the source of the

threat is unknown (Epsteín, L972:297 ff..) . Anorher widely accepted

vierrr is that the Ëerm fear is an emotional reaction to an anticipated

danger of some real objectíve object but ín such a way that the
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intensity of the emotion is proportional to the magnituËe of the

threatenÍng danger. The term anxiety is then used to describe an

emotional reaction which is considered objectless since the sLimulus

condítion that caused the condíLion ís unknov¡n. In such a situation

the emotÍonal reaction becomes disproportionate to the magnitude of

the danger.

The use of the MAS in anxíety research involving'stress and

complex learníng tasks provided inconsistenË results (Spence and

Spence, 1966:302-310). One of the most signifícant findÍngs in regards

to these inconsísEencies was the work of Cattell and Scheier

(Spielberger, 1966:f3). By means of factor analysís Cattell and

Scheíer were able to isolaËe t\^io distinct anxiety factors (Levitt,

1967:86; Spielberger, L966zL3). One of these factors was interpreted

as a stable índívidual personality characteristic which they labelled

Trait Anxíety, rvhile the other factor was based on a pattern of

variables that varíed over tíme. This was called State Anxiety.

Factors that loaded on the Trait Anxiety factor were termed I ergic

tensionrt tago weaknessrt Iguilt pronenessrt tsuspiciousnessrt and

ttendency to embarassment.r Spielberger states that:

Anxiety neurotics scored high on the Trait facËor.
logical variables such as respiration rate and systolic
pressure markedly loaded the State Anxiety factor, but
slight loadíngs on tTait factor (Spielberger, L966zL3).

A number of physiological indicants have been used

mental studies of StaËe Anxiety. Some of these include:

Physio-
blood

had only

in experi-

1. Heart rate (Hodges and Spíelberger as represented in

Spielberger, Vo1. II, L975:130; Hare, L975:fBO);

2. SweaËing (Hapood and Spielberger, L966);
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3. Systolic Blood Pressure (Levitt , 1967:228);

4. Pupíllometry (Janisse, L976);

5. l"tuscle Action Potentíal (Spielberger, Vol. II,I975zL29)

6. Galvanic Ski-n Response (GSR) (Katkin as represented by

Spielberger, Vol. TI, L975:L29);

7. Respirations (Levitt, 1967 :228).

LevitË suggests, however, that:

.. .physiological lneasures are adminístratively disadvanta-
geous. In most cases rather expensíve equipment, and sometímes
híghly specialized analytic procedures, are needed. Measurements
invariably must be made individually; physiological measures are
not suítable for the economic procedure of group admínístration
(Levitt , 1967: B0) .

Most common indices of anxiety in research are paper and

pencil measure of emotional reactions to stress in the form of an

inventory. The inventory "...can be admínístered and scored quíckly

and easily by almost anyone, and it presents no dÍfficultíes in group

administration. Its reliability is greater than that of physiologícal

measures" (Levítt, L967 :Bl-).

The human body, as a regulatory system for maintaining

psychological equilibrium, uses homoeostasis to build up defence

mechanisms against anxíety. There seems to be agreement to this

concept but some disagreement as to the nature and functíon of these

mechanisms (Levitt, L967:57). The índividual, when encountering

stressful situations, will usually eíther respond with a defensíve

process to reduce the intensity of the reaction stâte or will develop

effective responses that will quickly alleviate or minimíze the level

of the danger (Spielberger, Vol. I, L972b:43). Levitt (1967) suggests

eight possible defence mechanísms that can be used:
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l. Avoidance - the subject will avoid consciously or un-

consciously the anxiety producing sLimulÍ;

2. Denial - the subject ignores environmental dangers (even

though they are not forgotten);

3. Repression - actively forgetting anxiety causing events.

These events are put below the level of awareness but not forgotten;

4. Projection - transferring the source of the anxiety from

oneself to the environment or to others;

5. Regression and FÍxaÈion - stopping or regressing the nor-

mal personalíty developmenË in order to avoid the anxiety;

6. Somatizatíon - a physícal defect removing the possibility

of further anxiety producíng stimuli;

7. Counter-behavior - avoiding punishment by accepting anxi-

çL.l t

8. CompulsiviLy - learning to overcorne childhood inconsisten-

cies and thus avoiding anxiety associated wíth them.

I¡Ihen the indivídual attempts to maintain these defences within

the framework of his daily life style and its associated stresses,

tensions develop. "Coping mechanisms" are then used to gain temporary

relief from this tension. The coping mechanism is used to drain off

the tension and ís not a defence in itself (Levitt , 1967 275) .

Some of the copíng mechanisms mentioned in Ëhe literature are:

eatíng, chewing gum, sleepíng, exercisíng, daydreamíng, smoking,

crying, cursing, ingestion of alcoholic beverages and drugs (Levítt,

L967:76). Fenz, in experimentation with parachuters suggests that

experienced jumpers learned to cope with stressful situations by

becoming more selective in theír defence mechanisms while with
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inexperienced jumpers the control mechanism becomes more directly

related to their performance. Thus experiences become coping mechan-

isms (Tenz, L975:3L2).

Spielberger probably best sums up the concept of reactions to

stress and anxiety:

Since elevations in state anxiety are experienced as un-
pleasant or painful, an índividual r^¡il1 engage ín cognaLive and
behavioral operations or responses that serve to reduce or
minímíze this díscomfort. The individual may fÍrst reappraise the
stressful circumstances that ínitiated the anxiety process, and
this reappraisal may help him to identify appropriate coping
mechanisms for alleviatíng the stress or it may lead hím to call
upon avoidance behaviors that permit hirn to escape from the anxi-
ety-arousing circumstances. If he is unable to cope wíth or
avoid the sËress, he may engage in Íntropsychic maneuvers
(psychologícal defences) that serve to reduce the level of A-
State intensity through regression, denial, projection or other
mechanisms that distort his percepËion of the stimuli that
initiated the anxíety process (Spielberger, Vol. II, L972: 484-5).

III. STATE_TRAIT CONCEPT OF ANXIETY

The findings of Cattell and Scheier have focused current views

of anxiety as a

state anxiety.

construct on the distinction between trait anxiety and

"The trait-state relationship as a general statement

appears inescapable..." (Levitt, 19672228). One of the strongest

proponents of the state-trait distinction is Spielberger. He suggesËs

that t'...anxiety research is characertized by semantíc confusíon and

contradictory fíndings" (Spielberger, 1966:L2). He suggests further

that this confusíon and ambiguity has resulted from a "more or less

indiscriminate use of the term lanxiety] to refer to t\^ro related, yet

logically very different constructsr' (Spielberger, Vol. II, 1972;482).

He accepts the constTuct that there is both state anxiety (A-State)

and trait anxiety (A-Trait). Much of Ëhe confusion seems Ëo have
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arisen from the fact that t'all but a few of the Ínventories measure

trait anxiety, but they are frequently employed in experiments in

which the investigator apparently intends to measure state anxietyrt

(Levitt , L967 z22B) .

To Spielberger "A-States may be conceptuaLized as corLsisting

of unpleasant, consciously-perceived feelings qf tension and apprehen-

sion, wiËh associated activation or arousal of the autonomic nervous

system" (Spíelberger, Vol. I, L972b:29). Thls transitory state is a

ttreaction that nay vary ín íntensity and fluctuate over timett

(Spielberger, Vol. T, I972b:29). ft i,s "evoked r¡henever a person

perceives a particular stímu1us or situation as potentially harmful,

dangerous, or threatening to him" (spielberger, vol. TI, L9722482).

Trait Anxíety "refers to relatively stable individual díffer-

ences in anxíety proneness" (spielberger, L972:I37). "A-Trait ís not

directly manifested ín behavior' but may be inferred from the

frequency and intensity of an indívidualrs elevations in A-State over

Ëime" (Spíelberger, Vol. II, L9722482). Spí-elberger parallels the

relationship of A-State to A-Trait Ëo that of kenetic and potentíal

energy:

Personality states, like kinetic energy, refer to palpable
empírical reactions or processes taking place here and nor¡/ at a

given level of íntensity. Personality traits, like potentí41
energy, represent latent dispositions to respond with cerÈain
Ëypes of reactÍons, if triggered by appropriate stimuli
(Spielberger, Vol. I, L972b232).

The assumptíons of the Trait-StaËe theory of anxíety have been

sunmarízed by Spielberger (Vol. I, L972b:44) as follows:

l. In situations that are appraised by an individual as
threatening, an A-State reaction will be evoked. Through sensory
and cognative feedback mechanisms high levels of A-State rvill be
experienced as unpleasant.
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2. The íntensit.y of an A-State reactíon \,7i11 be proportíonal
to the amount of threat that the situation poses for the indíví-
dual.

3. The duration of the A-State reactíon will depend upon the
persisËence of the indivídualrs interpretation of the situation as
threatening.

4. iligh A-Traít individuals will perceive situations or
círcumstances that involve failure or thTeats to self-esteem as
more threatening than will persons who are low in A-TraiÈ.

5. Elevations in A-State have stimulus and drive properties
that may be expressed directly ín behavior, or that may serve to
initiate psychological defences that have been effective in
reducíng A-States in the Past.

6. Stressful sítuations that. are encountered frequently nay
cause an individual to develop specific coping resporises or
psychological defence mechanísms which are designed to Teduce or
minimize A-State.

The assumpËion ís also made that the level of A-Traít Ís at

least partially determined in an indívídual as a result of childhood

experiences since self-concept is often established in a childhood

setting.

Spielberger gave a major focus of his

of stress and anxiety on behavÍoral measures

studies to the effects

of learning. In doing so,

he often used Drive Theory as a basis of his hypotheses about the

effects of stress on subjects who measured hígh and 1ow on A-Trait

inventoríes. He found that "situations that are characterized by

physical dangers are not interpreted as differentially threatening by

hígh and low A-Trait subjects" (Spíelberger, Vo1. I, 1972244) - The

findíng was confirmed in a study by Rappaport and l(atkin done ín 1972.

In his discussions of anxíety theory, Spielberger prefers to

go beyond the Trait-State concept in discussing anxiety. He believes

that anxiety should be more process oriented so that the theory of

anxiety would ínclude stress and threaË as well as state and traít
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anxieËy as fundamental varíables (Spielberger, Vol. II, L9722489).

As noted earlier, the State-Trait concept of anxiety differen-

tiation seems to have gained wide acceptance (Meyers and Martin, L914:

38; Gaudrey, et al, L975; Izard, Eptseín and Lazarus as rePresented ín

Spietberger, Vol. II, L9722483). Kinrnel suggests that "...this move-

ment has had a highly beneficial effect to the extent that it has

clarifíed both semantic and substantive differences between the chronic

long-term conditíon and the acute Ëernporary one" (Kinunel, L975:196).

Endler accepts Spielbergerrs description of the relationship

between A-State, type of threat and A-Traít but disagrees with his

conception of A-Trait as being too restrictive. Endler contends that

Spielbergerrs State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) is a measure of

only interpeïsonal tTaít anxiety and ígnores the aspects of "physical

dangertt and ttambiguity'r vihich he also conËends are domains of A-Trait.

Endler thus suggests that Lrat-t anxíety is multidimensional. "Sítua-

tional factors are equally ímportant for A-Trait, and iL is our

contention that A-TraíE is multidimensional rather than unídimensional"

and:

The relationship between trait and staËe anxieËy is certainly
moïe complexthansuggested by the Spielberger (L966, L972) SËate-
Trait anxiety mode1, but is also probably more complex than the
initíally suggested by the person-situation interaction model lof
sndlerl (gndler, L975:161).

Research has examined a number of variables ín investígating

the effects of stress and anxiety on performance. lulost researchers

have examined the relatíonships between groups of subjects r¡iho have

scored high and those who have scored low on A-Trait inventories such

as the Manifest Anxiety Scale (MAS) or the STAI, formX-2.

Sex differences ín anxiety seems to have produced quite consis-
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tent results with females scoring signíficantly higher on self-report

scales than males. "This holds for test anxíety (Sarason, et al, L960;

Forbes, 1969); general anxiety (Castenada, McCandless and Palermo,

L956; PhillÍps, L962); and school anxiety (Phillips, L966) " (Phillips,

et al, L9722418). These differences tend to be more pronounced ín

lower social class groups (Levitt, L967:223). Kata, however' reports

that while males do generally score lower than females, "sex of the

respondent is not a good predietor of the anxíety level" (Kata, 1975:

2Br).

In hís survey of a number of Scandanavian countries, Kata

found a general posiËive relationship between age and anxiety scores

in all countries surveyed. This prompted Ëhe conclusion that "age of

the respondent seems to be one of the best preciictors of anxiety" and

that "there is no great thresholds betv¡een consecutíve age groups"

(KaËa, L9752279). Cattell, however, noted a steady decline of anxiety

from adolescence to early maturity (cattell, L966244). Kata found

this conditíon held true only for Fínland and Sweden.

Spíelberger used Drive Theory as a basis of hís ínvestigations

in the effect of age and sex variables. Situations ínvolved the

examination of both simple and complex learning situations. He found

that for símple learning tasks where competíng response tendencÍes

were minimized, high anxiety facilítated learning. For complex tasks,

ínvolving a number of competing response tendencies, high anxiety

resulted in performance decrements (Spielberger, 7966:366). This find-

íng was confirmed by Faber and Spence and by Taylor (Spielberger, L966:

366). The íssue of competing responses is significant here and

Spielberger draws attention to the distinction between anxiety-produced
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compet.ing responses and task-produced competing responses (Spielberger,

7966:367). He suggests that for anxiety-produced interfering response

tendencíes, the generaLLzaLíon on performance decrements in complex

tasks may only apply above a certain "threshold levelr" above which

the responses begín to ínterfere with performance (Spielberger, L9662

392) .

IV. TEACIIER ANX]ETIES

Researchers in recent years have been extending their focus to

what Sarason refers to as "specific anxieties" (Sarason, I975:I7B).

SpecÍfic anxíeties such as test anxiety, speech anxiety, teaching

anxiety, school anxiety and death anxiety have been receiving atten-

tion. Sarason maintains that it is important to consider the relation-

ship between some of these specific anxieties to the concepts of

general anxiety. "According to Sarason, et al (L962), Leacher traín-

ing is an area which is too frequently neglecLed by both researchers

and innovators in the fíeld of education and psychology" (Phíllíps,

et al, L972:445). A search of the literature reveals Lhat little has

been wrítten on the anxieties of teachers in training.

Some researchers use "teacher concernst' interchangeably with

the construct of "anxiety." Thompson (L963:435) is one rvho does so on

the basis of his definition of the terrn "anxiety" whích he refers to as

t'a mixture of fear, apprehension, and hope referred Lo the future.t'

Fuller, et al, also relates teacher concerns to anxieËy. The concerns

of studenË teachers are emphasized:

The path of knowledge of subject matt.er to coîtrnunicatíon of
subject matter is not simple and direct but complex and devious.
The proponenËs of scholarship alone as preparation for teaching
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are doomed to imperíal embarlassment simply because persons and,
of course teachers , are not fixed input-output mechanisms, but
rather jungles of i-ntervening and interferíng or facilitating
variables. One simple-minded but powerful class of variable is
the teachersr own needs and concerns (Fuller, et al, L967:L66).

The literature revealed only one successful attempt to

correlate expressed concerns of teachers with anxiety scales, that of

the Parsonsr development of the Teacher Anxiety Scale, TCHAS (1970).

Parsonst TCHAS correlaËed hÍgh1y to the construct of anxiety as noËed

in Chapter 3 of this thesís.

Teacher Concerns

Fuller, et a1, through a process of counselling-orienËed T-

Group sessions examined the nature of concerns of sLudent teachers

between 1960 and L962 at the Universíty of Texas. The "Texas Project"

discovered a pattern of concerns during the first semester which

repeated itself during the succeeding tv/o semesters. "During Ëhe

early part of the semesËer, student teacherst concerns centered on

themselves and as the Semester advanced, they became more concerned

with their pupíls" (Fuller, et al, 1967:195). The Project revealed

six stages of student reacher concerns. These sÉages \^lere:

Stage I - trlhere do I stand?

Student teachers r¡rere concerned with the coming student Ëeacher
situation and with their part in ít. They were eager to discover
more about their assignmenË, their college and teacher supervisors,
the school routine and Ëhe expectations that would be placed on
them.

Stage II - How adequate am I?

This stage vras referred to as t'another self-preservation phase."
Here the student teachers were mainly concerned with their class
control and subject maËter adequacy.
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Stage III - I^Ihy do they do that?

Student teachers r¡/ere concerned about their feelings about student
problems and the peculiar behaviors that some students exhibit.
The student teachers \üere becoming more concerned about índivídual
students.

Stage IV - How ¿o rtt"V ttti"t f '* ¿olng?

The student teacherst major concerns were about how they were
viewed by parents, supervising teachers, principals and about
theír student teaching grade.

Stage V - How are they doing?

Here the student teachers wele concerned about the correlation
between the actual learning accomplished by the pupils and their
self-assessment of their ovan teaching.

Stage Vf - I^Iho am I?

The student teachers r¡Iere concerned r¿ith their o\¡rn self-concept
in the classroom and their interrelationships with their studenËs
(Fulter, et al, L967=160-165).

A study at Mídwestern Universíty involvíng 20 volunteer stu-

dent teachers enrolled in a course in introductory psychology examined

through group-counselling technique, personal problems, accomplishments

and aspirations of the students. The group-counselling sessíons were

part of a research study designed to explore the use of Bloomrs

Taxonomy of Educational Objeetíves as a means of assessing the outcome

of group-counselling. The results of the sLudy revealed some specific

resentments and fears of these preservice teachers. SËudent teachers

resented ínstructors treatíng them as "high school studentstt and

courses that they judged Ëo be irrelevant. They resented evaluation

of their performance by others and being requíred to memoríze data for

tests and also about the irrationalíty of socíety as they saw it. The

fears that most commonly surfaced were fears of failing college, fears

of dislikíng the Ëeaching profession, lack of competency of classroom
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management and disciplíne, lack of academic competencíes, ancl the

fears that theír o\¡ln attitudes would interfere ruith effective teaching

(I,trelter , L97L) .

Thompson (1963:435) designed a checklist of 35 questions,

"each defining a particular type of anxiety" and admínístered the

checklíst to L25 student teachers near the end of their internshíp

period. The group rvas made up of 47 female elementary, 25 female

secondary and 53 male secondary internees. Each student was asked

indicate rutrether or not he had experienced each particular anxiety

ín an ex-post facto manner, to indicate rvhether each one had been

experienced prior to or during the student teaching period. They were

also asked to indícate \^/hether the source of the anxiety \,ras something

seen, heard, imagined or unknown. I{e found that 77 per cent r,^/ere

concerned about their relationship wíth supervisíng teachers, and 60

per cent \nrere "anxíous about their mastery of the subject matter in

their major teaching fíe1ds (Thompson, l-9632437). Other concerns

listed were lesson plans, pupí1 reaction, sËandards of teacher

conduct, inabilíty to ans\^rer questions and problems of discipline.

He also found that prospective female teachers reported more anxieties

than male students, with the elementary Ëeachers being more anxious

than secondary teachers. He found that all groups reported more

anxiety prior to student teaching but at that particular tírne of the

year, female secondary teachers scored the highest. The sources

labelled "heard" and "imagined" led in frequency, followed by "un-

known,tt ttseen, tt ttothers 
, 
t' and ttread. "

Hoover, Kaiser and Podlick examined the influence of the

student teaching experience on the self-expressed felt competencies of

to

and
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student teachers. ArLzona State Universíty student teachers of 1962-

63 were asked to rank 25 "teaching techniques" in order of horv comPe-

tent they felt. The ranlcing \,;as done prior to and at the conclusion

of student teaching. As a result of the student teaching experience'

students felt more competent in the areas of establíshment of goals

or objectives, Ín terms of student behavior, construction and admínís-

tration of classroom tests, managing classroom behavior problemsr and

in the area of directing classroom study activities. Students felt

significantly less competent in four areas z wtíLLzing ínstructional

resources, panel discussiorrs, organization and direction of role-played

activities, and supervising club or extra-currÍcular actívities

(Hoover, et al, f965).

Bessai and Edmonds (L977) conducted a survey of 907 education

students from eight different universÍLíes across Canada in an atLempt

to assess student perceptions of their teacher training progran.

iüirile the survey índicated that student teachers generally felt that

the student teaching programs in Canada do meet the needs of the

students, there \¿as concerrr expressed that 60 per cent of the students

surveyed had no course in classroom uranagement and 43 per cent did not

have a course ín classroom evaluatíon. Both the students who took

these classes and those who did not indicated that not enough was

being done in these areas

Campbell (1968), using 72 student teachers at the University of

South l/est Louisiana examined the relatíonships among attitudes 
'

anxiety 1evels and problems of student teachers. The instruments used

were the Institute for Personality and Ability Testing (IPAT anxíety

scale), the l"línnesota Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI) and the Student
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Teacher Inventory for perceived problems. The nost frequent perceíved

problems in rank order r^reïe: (1) teaching techniques, (2) student

teacher-pupi1 relatíonshíp, (3) student teacher as a person'

(4) hurnan relationships with peers and other professionals. The fírst

two \^rere rated significantly higher than the last two. In this study,

Canpbell found the greatest increase in overt and covert anxiety in

secondary school student teachers, unrnarried student teachers and

student teachers r,¡ithin the 20 to 24 age group. She also found that

decrease in anxieLy \ÁIaS exhíbited more by the male student teachers

and the married student teachers.

Petrusich (1967) investigated the relationship between anxíety

and student teachersr classroom behavior over the eight \,üeek student

teaching practicum. The IPAT was used for the establishment of trait

anxiety and the IPAT B-parallel-Form Anxiety Battery was administered

lveekly as a measure of sËate anxiety. The data indicated that anxiety

was lorvest ín the first, second, seventh and eighth weeks, and peaked

at the sixth week. Petrusich attributes this decrease in anxiety to

copíng mechanísms that the student teacher sets up.

Miller and Jurs measured state anxíety of student teachers at

five different times in the student teachÍng experience. Three in-

struments were used: the Specific Fear Index, the Anxiety Dífferen-

tial and the Multiple Aff ective Check List (I"'AACL) . The ínstruments

were gíven to 228 seniors at the University of Toledo, who were doing

their student teaching. The findings conflict i^¡íth both those of

Thompson and Peteusích because no significant differences v¡ere found

in anxiety levels, either over time nor by sex. The authors further

reject that student teaching is an anxiety-producíng experience
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(Miller and Jurs, L974).

Valencia (f970) looked at anxíety as a drive and its relation-

ship to performance. She found that student teachers r¿ho were ínitial-

ly híghly anxious, demonstrated more anxiety than student Ëeachers

initially low in anxiety. The failure of Miller and Jurs to examine

the differences between high and low A-Trait indivÍduals rnight explain

their inconsistent finding compared to those of Petrusich and Campbell.

V. SIN,tr,IARY AND HYPOTIIESES

Surnmary

Anxíety is a construct which all persons experience in varying

degrees and circumstances. Horv one learns to handle anxiety and stress

wíl1 surely affect the maturatÍon and the mental health of the

individual. Research on stress, fear and anxiety has been extensive

since the early 1950's with the development of the Manifest Anxiety

Scale. Unfortunately the research is clouded with ambiguities and

conflicting evidence. The emergence of the State-Trait theory of

anxieËy has provided the ans\¡/ers to some of the inconsístencies.

"Both general observation and research shows that student

teaching produces anxiety" (Morse, 1965:5). Parsons G973) found

positíve relationships between teacher concerns (specifíc anxieties)

and general anxiety scales. Petrusich (1966) concluded that a betLer

psychological clímate mighË be found in a classroom where the student

teacherrs anxiety level were lortr to average.

It would seem that at some level, anxíeties ín student teach-

ing may become detrimental both to the maturation of the student

teacher and Ëo the optimum learníng atmosphere of the students.
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The llypotheses

The research questíons, posed in Chapter 1 are nov/ restated ín

terms of hypotheses which were tested in the study:

1.0 The level of STATE anxiety as related to student teaching

will Íncrease until the student teachel has had the opporËunity to

attempt field experience, after which STATE anxiety will decrease.

The level of STATE anxiety as related to student teaching is related to

sex, age, traíning program and success in teacher grades.

1.1 The level of STATE anxiety as related to student teaching

will increase between the Ëime the student teacher first enrols ín the

student teaching year and the time he attempts hís first field experi-

ence sessíon.

L.2 The level of STATE anxiety as related to student teaching

will decrease as the student Eeacher gaíns experíence ín student

teaching.

1.3 The least successful student teachers experience higher

1evels of STATE anxíety.

L.4 01der student teachers experience lower levels of STATE

anxiety than younger student teachers.

1.5 Female student teachers experíence higher levels of STATE

anxíety than male student teachers.

I.6 Elementary student teachers experience higher levels of

STATE anxiety than do other student teachers.

2.0 The level of concerns or teacher anxiety changes during

the student teaching year and these concerns are related to sex, aget

training program and success ín student teacher grades.

2.I The level of teacher anxiety decreases during the student
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Eeaching year.

2.2 Elementary student teachers experience higher levels of

teacher anxiety than do other student teachers.

2.3 Female student teachers experience higher levels of

teacher anxiety than male student teachers.

2.4 Older student teachers are less prone to high levels of

teacher anxieËy than younger student teachers.

2.5 The least successful student teachers experience hígher

levels of Leacher anxiety than the highly successful student teachers.

3.0 There is a strong correlatíon betr,reen the levels of STATE

anxiety and Ëhe levels of teacher anxiety throughout the student

teaching year.

4.0 Student teachers have specífic anxiety causing concerns

during their student teaching year.

5.0 Student Leacher concerns are most frequently caused by

unknown fears whích are products of their imagination.

6.0 There is a relationship beËween the level of TRAIT anxi-

ety of student teachers and the level of Teacher Anxiety.

6.I Student teachers who possess high levels of TRAIT anxiety

experience hígher levels of Teacher Anxíety than do student teachers

who possess 1ow levels of TRAIT anxiety.

6.2 Student teachers who possess high levels of TRAIT anxiety

experience a decrease in teacher anxiety during the student teaching

yeat.

6.3 Student teachers rvho possess low levels of TMIT anxiety

do not experience a change ín teacher anxiety duríng the student

teaching year.
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Chapter 3

RESEARCH PROCEDURES

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study vras to attempt to establish the

anxiety levels of student teachers at different stages of the student

teaching year. Secondly, an attempt \.^/as made to identify the specífic

concerns that student teachers have regarding the practicum of their

teacher training program.

In this chapter the research methodology is outlined, includ-

ing a description of the ínstruments used. The characteristics of the

sub.jects used in the study are also presented.

TI. DESIGN OF THIS STUDY

The study was carried out using students enrolled in the

I'aculty of Education and the Faculty of Musíc, Brandon University

during tl;re L975-76 academic year. All students L^Iere enrolled in theír

student teaching year.

Permission T¡ras received from the Dean of the Faculty of

Educatíon, Brandon University, to solicít the support of all sLudent

teachers in collecting data for this survey. Arrangements were made

through the Deanrs office to conduct the first two testíng sessíons

during regularly scheduled class time at the University. Two addí-

tional testing sessions were conducted in the field.

The first two testing sessions T,,/ere supervísed by the research-
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er, T¡/hile the testing sessions in the field v/ere under the supervi-

sion of the school princÍpal or his appointed representative, \¡/ho v/as

a qualífied teacher. The school principals were telephoned in advance

to solicit their cooperation ín the study. The approval of the

School Superíntendents in those school divisions ¡¡here the survey \¡/as

being conducted was also obtained by telephone.

The study r¡/as íntroduced to the student teachers at the first

testing session. The subjects were told that the study was "research

into finding ways of providing more effective supervísion of student

teacherstt (see Appendíx A). Care \^Ias taken, however, to avoid the

use of the term "anxiety" in the collection of these data. All

students were given the opportunity to opt out of the study íf they so

wished. One sLudent declined to partícipate.

The first testíng session r¿as conducted at the end of the

first week of classes (see Figure 1). The second testing session \¡/as

just prior Eo the first practícum. Due to an error in the specíal

tímetabling at the University, however, a handful of students \üere

míssed in the second session. These students were tested during the

fírst two days of the practícum in the schools (see Appendíx A). The

third testing session (Appendíx A) was in the schools, at the con-

clusion of the first practicum and the fourth and final tesLing

session was the conclusíon of the second practicum (Appendix A). This

session coincíded with the completion of the student teaching year.

State anxiety (A-STATE) r¡/as measured at each of the four test-

ing sessions whíle Lrait anxiety (A-TRAIT) r,¡as measured at the first

and fourth sessions. Teacher anxÍety \¡/as measured at the second

thírd and fourth sessions while a Source Questionnaire, designed Lo
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attempt to examine the source of specific concern,

the second Lesting session.

4L

was adminístered at

The subjects \,,/ere asked to fill out a personal characteristics

form (Appendix A) at the first session. Thís provided information

used for classífícaËions in the analyses of the data.

III. INSTRUMENTATION

Instruments

The St.ate-Trait Anxiety Inventory, STAI (see Appendix B), tr{as

used to determine the levels of State Anxiety and of Trait Anxiety.

The Teacher Anxiety Scale, TCHAS (I) - 25 (see Appendix B), was used

to measure the level of specific concerns of the stuclent teachers.

The self-expressed sources of concern was collected by a meËhod used

by Thompson (1963) (see Appendix B).

The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory. The STAI rvas developed by

Spielberger, Gorsuch and Lushene (7966). The test consists of tr¡o

parts (Appendix B). The fírst Form X-1, consísËs of 20 statements

that ask people to describe how Ëhey feel 'rat this moment" and

measures the state anxiety. The authors state thaL "the instructíons

may be modífíed to evaluate the level of A-STATE intensity for any

sítuation...that is of interest to an experimenter" (Spielberger,

et al, 197024). In this study the v¡ords "about student teaching'r were

inserted for Form X-l on1y, following the v¡ords "at this moment"

(Appendix A). The second Form X-2, also consists of 20 statements

which ask people to describe how they "generally" feel and measures

trait anxiety. Scoring on both Form X-l and Form X-2 is on four point
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scales for each of the 20 questions. The scoring on Form X-l Tange

from "not at allr' (1) to t'very much sot' (4), and on lorrn X-2 fro¡r (1)

ttalmost nevertt to (4) ttalmost always.t' Scores range from a minimum

of. 20, indicating low anxiety to a possible maxímum of 80, indicating

very high anxiety. I^,4ren both forms \{ere cornpleted at the same siLting,

the A-STATE scale was given first ín an effort to prevent some anxiety

from carrying over from the A-TMTT sca1e.

The authoïs state that the test-retest reliability (N=484)

adninístered over different intervals of one hourr 20 days and 104

days, and under varying condÍtions of stress, showed a correlation of

0.73 to 0.86 for the A-Traít scale and stabilíty coefficients from

0.16 to 0.54 for the A-State scale. The 1ow correlaEion supports the

theory that a valid measure of A-State would be expecËed to reflect

the variations in stressful conditions existing at the tíme of testing.

The reliability coefficient on a test for internal consístency on both

the A-State and A-Trait scales ranged from 0.83 to 0.92. The authors

contend that gíven the transitory nature of anxiety states, neasures

of internal consistency rvould seem Ëo provide a more meaningful índex

of reliability of the A-State scale than test-retest correlations

(Spielberger, Gorsuch and Lushene, 1970).

Evídence of the STAIf s valÍdity \Àras obtained from tr,¡o differ-

ent sources. The A-Trait scale l{as correlated wíth other established

anxiety measures with the following results: the Institute for

Personality and Ability TestÍng, IPAT, 0.75 to 0.77; the Taylor

Manifest Anxiety Scale, MAS, 0.79 to 0.83; the Zuckerman Affect

Adjectíve Checklist (general forrn) AACL, 0.52 to 0.58. The ínter-

correlations of the measures of Trait anxíety showed high ,corlelations.'.-"..
.,.',,.," 

,..,,\,;-.

i,'
ì:. i i,., .,. :

\I
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except that of the AACL, which was only moderately correlated with the

IÍAS and the IPAT. Therefore the AACL míght be measuring something

slightly dífferent from the IPAT, MAS and the STAI.

The construct validity of the A-StaLe scale is supported by an

ínvestígation with 977 s'tbjects of Florída State University who were

given the A-State scale first wíth standard Ínstructions (NORM

conditíons) and then with the ínstructions to respond according Lo how

they believe they would feel "just prior to the final examination in

an important courserr (EXAM conditions). The mean scores of both male

and female subjects r¡Iere significantly higher under the EXAM condi-

tíons than under the NORM conditions, wíth all but one of 20 items

signíficantly díscriminating between these trøo conditions for males.

A1l iLems were signíficantly higher for the females (Spíelberger,

Gorsuch and Lushene, 1970:10).

The authors of the test manual point out that although the

STAI is a relatívely new instrument, it has been used ín a number of

studíes measuring state and traít. anxiety. They summaríze current

research with the STAI as revealing its high correlation with other

measures of trait anxiety and listed some of the following studies as

supportíng its constTuct validity: Hodges (L967), Sachs and

Dienenhaus (1969), Sachs (L969), Gorsuch (L969), Lamb (L969), Averbach

(1969), IlcAdoo (L969), Hodges and Felling (1970).

Tn his review of anxiety instruments, Levitt (1967) evaluated

the following instruments: the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale, the

InstÍtuLe for Personality and Ability Testing (IPAT), the Stírnulus-

Response Inventory (S-R), the Fear Survey Schedule, the Assímilation

Scale, the Affective Adjective Checklist (AACL), the Subjective Stress
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Scale (SSS), the Freeman ManÍfest Anxiety'Test, the Test Anxiety

Questi-onnaire, the Achievement AnxÍety Test and the State-Trait

Anxiety Inventory. The following corrunents were made of the STAI:

The STAI is the most carefully developed instrument from both
Ëheoretical and methodolo gi-caL standpoints of those presented in
this chapter. The test constructíon procedures described by
Spíelberger and Gorsuch are hígh1y sophisticated and rigorous
(Levítt, p. 7L).

The Teacher Anxíery Scale. The TCHAS was developed ínítially by

Parsons (1967) at Stanford Universíty for use with preservice intern

Ëeachers. The TCHAS contains 25 self-report statemerits about teacher

reactions to teaching. A1l statments are presented on a five point

scale ranging from 1ow agreemenË with the itern (l=never) to high

agreement wíth the item (5=always).

CharacterLzing oneself as having anxiety implies something

about oneself in socially desirable or undesirable terms (social

desirabílity). Due to the nature of anxiety, Parsons believed it was

impossÍble to construct an anxiety scale that rvould measure anxiety

but eliminate social desirabílíty as a response bias. Horvever, she

tesËed social desirability and correlated the results with TCHAS

results. Twelve correlations ranged from -0.L7 to -0.47, all were

nega¡Íve and tr,vo correlations reached statistical signifícance. Since

the American culture views anxiety as a negative tribute, Parsons felt

that the effect of social desirabilíty was as lo\,ü as could be expected.

In order to reduce "acquiescent Set, " approximately half of the items

are reverse scored. Acquiescent set refers to the tendency of

subjects to agree to the same degree with all statements on self-

report measures, regardless of item contenË (Parsons, L97327).
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Parsons uses the same argument concerning test-retest stabil-

ity coefficients as Spíelberger uses for State anxíety. "Even a bríef

period in Ëhe life of a preservíce teacher r¿ho ís undergoíng initial

teaching experiences inight be expected to result in idosyncratic change

in his feelings about, and attributes Ëoward teaching" (Parsons,

L973:LI). The two month test-retest reliabílity coeffícient for the

TCHAS (1) - 25 was 0.6f.

The valídity of the TCHAS \nras Lested by a varíety of methods.

The TCHAS was correlated wíth both the Taylor Manifest Anxíety Scale

and the Test Anxíety Scale. The TCI{AS and the }4AS (administered

concurrently) were correlated between 0.30 and 0.45 (P .0.05). The

TCHAS (1) - 25 and the TAS, adminístered one month apart, vrere also

moderately correlated. The correlations T¡Iere consistently positive

and \^rere predomínantly significant (Parsons, L973:13).

TVenty five teaching supervisors completed 19 TCHAS items

about each of their preservice íntern teachers. Also each intern

teacher completed the same items about hímself. Eleven of the 19

resulting validity correlation coeffícients, which ranged from 0.24 to

0.54 were significant (P < 0.05). This agreement tends to add some

validity to the construct being measured by these items. In an efforË

to determine the unique component of the TCHAS, Parsons found that

76 pet cent and 86 per cent of what the TCHAS (f) - 25 measures is

reliable and independent of what is being measured by the MAS and the

TAS respectively. This independence indícates the unique component

Ëhat resides in the consLruct of teaching anxiety and supports the

existence of Teachíng Anxíety as a separate traít (Parsons, 1967:15).

In additional testing, Parsons had 25 supervísors each rate
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five or fewer preservice íntern teachers from the progran ($=120) who

appeared to be the most anxious about teaching and to list fíve or

fer,¡er who appeared to be the least anxious about teaching. The most

anxious group had a significantly higheï mean score (77.7) than did

the least anxious grouP rcz.I). This adds validity to the TCHAS as a

measure of anxieEy about teaching.

The alpha coefficients of internal consisterlcy \¡7ere 0.87 to

0.93, suggest.íng that. teaching anxiety, as measured by the TCHAS, is

an unítary variable. A factor analysls \,74s done on the TCHAS and the

results showed that 22 out of r]ne 25 items loaded most heavily on the

same factor, again indicatíng the measurement of an unitary variable'

Source Questionnaire. Student teachers r¡7ere asked to indícate by a

checklist whether each specific concern 'nras t as far as they knew'

based on something seen, heard, Ímagined, unknown or other. Each ítem

on the questionnaire corresponds to the same numbered ítem on the

TCHAS and deals r^rith t.he same concern. This method of identification

of anxiety \¡ras developed by Thompson and adapted to the items on the

Teacher Anxiety Scale by the researcher (Thompson, 1963) '

IV. CHARACTERISTICS OT RESPO}IDENTS

The student teachers ínvolved in the study \{ere enrolled in

one of three programs at Brandon Universíty: the Bachelor of }fusic

program, the Education I pTogram or the Bachelor of Teaching program.

A1l students frere enrolled in the student teachíng or practicum year.
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Program Descriptíons

Education I. Students takíng the Education I progTam had completed a

degree in Arts, Science or a símilar acceptable degree as a pre-

requisite to Ëhe program. This program was a one year program whÍch

culminated with an Interim Professional Teaching certificate in

Education. These students !üere required to select a Senior i{igh'

Juníor High or Elementary training optional stream. 0n the successful

compleLion of Education I, the student teaching year) students \üere

eligible for certification by the tulanítoba Department of Youth and

Educatíon to teach at any grade level in Manitoba schools.

Bachelor of Teachíng. The Bachelor of Teaching program \,/as a three

year degree program. The first year T^Ias made up of a mínimum of 30

credit hours of Arts, Science and Education courses. A minímum of

2L credtt hours of the first year \,,/ere to be from Arts, Science, Music

or Physical Educatlon and a maximum of nine credit hours were to be

Ëaken in Education courses. The second year of the B.T. program'

B.T. II, was the student Leaching yeaT. Students vrere required to

select either the Elementary or the Juníor High streams. 0n the

successful completion of the B.T. II program, the student teaching

year, students were elígible for certification by the }fanitoba

Department of YouËh and Education to teach at the Elementary or Junior

High school levels in ManiÈoba schools rvith an InLerim First-Class

Teaching CertÍficate. The third year of the program, which was

optional, provided for specialization in one of the following aleas:

Academíc, General Education, Special Education, Pre-School Education

or Intercultural EducaËion.
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Bachelor of Music, Music Education Major. This Program was a four

yeaï progran, the third year of which l^/as the student teaching yeal .

During this third year, Bachelor of }fusic students lIeTe required to

take nine credít hours in the Faculty of Music studying Music methods

courses and lB credít hours in the Faculty of Education sËudying

Educatíonal Psychology, Classroom Management, School Philosophy and

Methods courses. In addition the students weTe placed in the public

schools system for a practicum similar to those students enrolled in

the Faculty of EducaLion. The practicum supervísion \¡/as carried out

by a staff mernber froin the Faculty of Music for the music practicum

and a staff member from the Faculty of Education for the second teach-

ing area. Music students were also required to select one of the

Elementary Junior High or Senior lligh streams for purposes of the

combining of classes and programs with the Faculty of Eclucation

students.

FieId Experience

The emphasís of the Field Experience (Practicum or Student

Teaching) session \,üas a focus on "bringing together knowledge, theory

and Practicet'and r,^/as to have been a "critical test of the studentrs

prospective competencyrr (Brandon University Calendar, L975-76). The

students \ùere requíred to spend 13 weeks Ín student teachíng under the

direction of a Faculty Supervisor. This practiciun tras to have been

preceded by one v¡eek of orientation and observation in urban and

rural schools, followed by seminars to discuss the observation session

(Brandon University Calendar, L975-76). Students reported, however,

that the orientation \^ras limíted to t!üo days in urban schools on1y.
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No follow-up seminars were held.

V. SA-}ÍPLE SELECTTON

At the fírst testing session, a total of 160 student teachers

agreed to participate in the study. The 160 students \nlere scheduled

to do their student teachíng ín 77 different schools in Manitoba. The

majority of these schools were located in i,iestern and Central Manitoba,

but also included T¡reïe a few schools in the remote North, the city of

lJínnipeg and South-Eastern Manitoba.

Irom the origÍnal group of 160 student teachers, 1l students

withdrew from the program, 5l students missed at least one of the four

testing sessions and seven students neglected to complete at least one

of the questionnaires at one of their sittíngs. A total of 91

students, therefore, particípated in the study. These 91 subjects

made up the research sample. The most significant problem encountered

in the data collection \^/as a mail strike rvhich occurred during Lhe

student teaching session making it impossible to reach many students

in rernote areas.

The sample of 91 student teachers rvas rnade up of 44 males and

47 femaLes (Table 1). 0f this number 4l student teachers r¡rere enrolled

in the elementary curriculum stream, 45 in the secondary curriculum

stream and five musíc students (Table 2). Eighty-two student

teachers r,üere recournended by the l-lniversity for certification, six

r.rere given incomplete standings and three T¡iere assigned failing

grades (Table 3) . Those rvho were granted Íncomplete standings l,/ere

given the opportunÍty to complete theír standing by eíther attempting

an additíonal student teaching session under concentraËed supervísion
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Table I

Distribution of Students by Program and Sex

Sex Elementary Secondary Music Totals

Males
Females

Totals

t1
30

31
L4

44
47

9L454l

TabLe 2

Distributíon of Students by Program and Age

Age:k Elementary Secondary Music Totals

Lowest through
age 2L

Loa ))

through highest

Totals

22

L9

14

31

1J

2

39

52

914s47

?tRange: age 18 to age 38; median age = 2I .906

Table 3

Distribution of Students by Program and CerËification

Elementary Secondary Music Totals

Recommended for
cerLifícation

Incomplete
Failure

Totals

JI
2

2

4L
4
0

4

0
1

B2
6

3

47 45 91
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in a different school or by cloing additional course r+ork, dependent

upon the reason for the incomplete standing.

VI. GROUPING OF SUBJECTS FOR ANALYSTS

1.

age as the

the lorvest

(Table 2).

Students were

dívidÍng point

age through 2L

grouped for age analysis

. The group was made up

years arrd 52 students of

using the median

of 39 students of

22 years and higher

2. The subjects r¡/ere grouped according to the program in

which they were enrolled. This grouping províded three distinct cells:

Elementary, secondary and musíc cells.

3. The subjects were grouped according to sex.

4. Success in the program vras taken from the overall standing

recommended by Brandon Universily to the Department of Eclucation for

certíficaËion purposes. The standing granted r.^Ias (a) recommended for

certification, (b) incomplete or (c) failure.

5. The subjects \.^Iere grouped as high or 1ow A-trait indivi-

duals. This \,/as done on the basis of * one standard deviation from

the mean score on the fírst administration of the A-Trait scale.

The theoreËical construct of Trait Anxiety suggests that scores

should remain relatively stable over extended periods of tíme. How-

ever, the post-A-trait test revealed sígnificantly lower mean scores

than the pre-A-Ërait test (Table 4). The pretesË mean A-trait score

was 36.36 and the post-test mean A-trait score was 30.40. This

decrease in mean scores was consistent for high, 1ow and rnid-range

A-trait individuals, however (Table 5). Subjects who scored "high" on

borh the pre- and post-test decreased frorn a mean score of 50.88 to a
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Comparison of

Table 4

Pretest and Post-test A-trait Mean Scores

Variable l{ean t-value df 2 tail-prob.

A-trait

A-trait

st 9L

s¿ 9I

36.3626

30.3956
(). J() 90 0.0000

Table 5

Comparison of Pretest and Post-test
Mean Scores for High Medium and Low

A-traít
Groups

Classífication Variable N:k Mean t-value df 2 taiL-prob.

High

Mid-range

Low

A-trait
A-trait

A-trait
A-trait

A-trait
A-trait

B s0.8750
B 4s.37s0

L 34.s490
L 29.9608

7 23.4286
7 2L.B57L

50

c

4

h25, )
+

q

:r
4

3.16

7 .36

1. 5l

0.016

0. 0000

0.1E3

i.N I 91 due to matching of Ss for Sessíons I and 4 for each
range.

mean score of 45.38. Subjects who scored in the míd-range on boËh

tests decreased from a mean score of 34.55 to a mean score of 29.96

while "1o.,/" A-trait persons shor¡ed a decrease in mean scores from 23.43

to 2L.86. This consistent decrease in mean scores on the A-traít in-

strument míght leave some question about the assumptíon that indivi-

duals are capable of validÍty assessing their own anxiety levels. It

may also be that the indívidual t s level of A-state at the time of res-

ponding to the A-trait scale influences his self-assessment of trait
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anxiety.

Because the decrease in trait anxiety was regular and consís-

Ëent and the majority of the treatment period under study was during

the first half of the student teaching year, the Pretest was used as

the díscriminating variable in separating the student teachers into

low and hígh A-trait índividuals.

VII. METiIOD OF ANALYSIS

Dífferences in mean scores of both the State Anxiety Scale

and the Teacher Anxíety Scale \^rere examined by use of t-test. This

identifíed variations in levels of both State Anxiety and Teacher

Anxiety. The leve1 of confidence for acceptance or rejecËion of the

hypotheses r¡ras set at the fíve per cent level . A Z-tailed test was

utilized to examine for both íncreasing and decreasing mean scores.

The data \^Iere examined for statistícally significant mean score

dífferences between successive measurements of bofh State Anxiety as

measured by the STAI and Teacher Anxiety as measured by the TCHAS.

To test for differences on A-State and on Teacher Anxíety

scales between groupings of sex, age, programs and student teacher

success, a one-\,ray analysis of variance was uËilized. One-way analy-

sis of varíance was chosen to compare the aean scores of Lhe variables

identified wÍthÍn the subgroups because some groupings contained more

Lhan two subgroupings. For reasons of continuity, this statistic was

used when groupings identifíed only two subgroups (í.e., sex) because

tt...when J=2, anova and the t-tests are different paths to the same

destination...and always yield identícal conclusions" (Hopkins and

Glass, L97E:334).
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To examine the relationship between the student teacher scores

on the A-State scale and on the Teacher Anxíety Scale the Pearson-

Product Moment Correlation \^¡as used.

The specific anxiety causing concerns as expressed through the

Teacher Anxiety Scale lüere examined by two methods: A princípal

factor analysis with iterations was performed on the responses to the

25 Ltem TCHAS (Appendix C) for each of the three admínÍstratíons of

Ëhe instrument. The first four factors accounted for 78.7 per cent of

Ëhe variabilíty in the first admínistration of the instrument, 90.6

per cent of the variability in the second admínistration and 89.3

per cent of the variabílity in Ëhe final admínistration. Next a

varímax rotated factor matrix was obtained for each of the Ëhree sets

of data. Rurmnel states that "a generally useful procedure is Ëo

extract all factors with eigenvalues greater than zero and then to

evaluate factors wíth eigenvalues near unity f.or a factor cutoff on

the basis of interpretability..." (Rummel, L970:169). An eigenvalue

of 1.0 was used to determine the number of factors to be considered.

This provided four factors for examination on the fírst administratÍon

of the TCHAS. To facílitate the comparÍson of factors from each of

the three testíng sessions, factors with eigenvalues of 0.98 and 0.90

were included in the second and thírd administrations of the TCHAS

(Table 6).

An item analysis for each of the three administration of the

TCHAS was also carried out. The mean scores for each Ítem on the

TCHAS \^rere examined in an effort to determine íf any specifíc iterus

were major contributors to anxiety levels in student teachers.

A frequency distributÍon was used ín the analysis of the
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Table 6

Results of Factor Analysís of Three TCHAS

AdministraLíons Expressed in Eigenvalues

Factor:!
Testing

Session /12

Tes ting
Session /13

Testing
Session /14

t

2

3

4

5

6

7

B

7 .L7

1. 53

I.2L

l. 09

0. B9

0.7 9

0. 70

0. 58

8. 16

r.52

I.12

0. 9B

0.67

0.56

8.24

r.49

1.24

0. 90

0.79

0.63

:lAbove factors account for L007" cumulative variabilíty in the
princípal factor analysis

Source Questionnaire to determine if the sources of Teacher Anxiety

as expressed in the TCHAS v¡as something seen, heard, imagined, unknown

or other.

All data from the 91 student teachers were transferred to

data cards and processed by usíng a computer utilízing the Statístical

Package for the Socíal Scíences (SPSS) program.

In this Chapter, the instrumentaËion and meLhods of data

collection and analysis have been descríbed. In Chapter 4, the

results and the analysís of the data v¡íI1 be presented and discussed.



Chapter 4

ANALYSIS OF DATA

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, the variations ín levels of anxiety, both A-

State and Teacher Anxíety, are presenLed in graphíc form. The results

of the analysis are related to the hypothesis rvhích were stated in

Chapter 2. An examinatÍon of the concerns of student teachers and

theír solrrces is used to identify student teacher anxieties as related

to the practicum.

II. LEVELS OF ANXIEW

State Anxiety

The levels of A-State through the student teaching year are

illustrated in Graph l. The mean score at the first testing sessÍon

was 42.7 and was 39.4 at the second testing sessíon (Table 7). At the

third testing session the mean score was 29.5 and by the fourth testíng

session was 28.5. The differences in A-State mean scores were found

to be statistícally sígnificant (P< 0.05) for the first t\nro treatment

sessÍons (Table B). The period of time between Testing SessÍons 2 and

3 was the first practicum session for the student teachers and repre-

sented the greatest difference in A-State mean scores. For the period

between Testing Sessions 3 and 4, the difference in A-State scores $/as

miníma1 and was not statístically significant.

Hypothesis 1.1 predicted Ëhat the level of state anxiety as
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TabLe 7

A Comparison of STAI llean Scores on A-State Subtestr;

Testing Testing Testing Testing
Sample Session /ll Session ü2 Session //3 Session //4

Total Group
N=91

42.7 39 .4 29.5 28.5

Low A-Traít
N=10

32.8 32.2 22.6 L.1 .ö

Hígh A-Trait 51.6
N=17

44.4 32.9 32.8

Elementary
N=41

42.L 38. 6 29 .6 LÒ. I

Secondary
N=45

43.2 40.3 29 .4 28.r

Music
N=5

43.4 37 .8 28.8 30. 6

Male
N=44

40.9 37 .4 ta o 27 .7

Female
N=47

44 .4 4L.3 30.0 29.3

0ldest
N=52

42.9 39 .9 31.0 28.9

Youngest
N=39

42.4 38. B 27 .5 28.0
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Table 7 (continued)

Sample
Testing

Session #1
Testíng

Sessíon /i2
Testing Testing

Session //3 Session /14

Recommended
N=82

43.5 39 .8 29.7 28.7

Incomplete
N=6

33. 0 36. 1 25.I 25.3

Failure
N=3

40 .3 35.0 aa a-)L. -) 29.3

:!Min. = 20i Max. = 80.

related to student teaching would íncrease between the time the

student teacher first enrols in the student Ëeachíng year and the time

he attempts hÍs first field experience. The data did not support this

hypothesís. Hypothesís L.2 predicted that the level of stat,e anxiety

as related to student teaching would decrease as the sËudent teacher

gaíns experience in sËudent teachíng. The statistícally significant

decrease in A-State mean scores beËween Testíng Sessions 2 and 3

supports this hypothesis.

Much of the threat experíenced by student teachers attempting

Ëheir first student teaching session may be caused by unfamiliarity

with both the teaching tasks and the working environment. As Ëhe

practicum progresses, the student teacher becomes more and more

familíar with the demands of student teachíng and the activities

related to these demands, thus perceiving a threat of decreasing

intensity. The pattern of A-state test scores before and after Ëhe

firsË practicum is therefore congruent with the hypothesis.
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40

u)
FI¿.

33s
tJ)

H30
¿1

Graph I

STAI, A-State Mean Scores

Table 8

A t-tesË Comparíson of l{ean Scores on
STAI, A-State Subtest (N=91)

April

TesË Mean Score t-va1ue df 2-taíL prob.

A-State, Session

A-State, Session

1

2

42.7

39.4
3.82 90 0.000

A-State, Session

A-State, Session
90

2

J

39 .4

29 .5
10. 07 0. 000

A-State, Session

A-SËate, Session

.)
J

¿r

29 .5

28.5
r.28 90 o.204
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During the períod betv¡een Session L and 2, the student

teacher is exposed for the fírst time to unfamiliar tasks related to

teaching which would produce increases in A-State anxíety levels as

stated in hypothesis 1.1. The results suggest either that the student

teacher ís not exposed to ne\^7 and unfamilíar tasks that are perceived

as threatening or that Faculty of Education programs contain threat

reducing elements during this períod of time.

Scores according to high qq¡! low A-Trait subjects. Graph 2 displays

the relationship between A-State scores of high A-Trait subjecËs and

Ëhose of low A-Trait subjects. For high A-Trait individuals, the

A-State mean score r^ras 51.6 at Testing Session I while for 1ow A-Trait

individuals it was 32.8 at the same testing session (Table 7). The

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb - Mar. April

v2 40

o(J
(n

ã
H
èa

Comparíson of
Teachers on

Graph 2

i{igh and Low A-Trait Student
STAI, A-State Mean Scores

A-Trait

A-Trait
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A-State mean score at Testíng Sessíon 2 was 44.4 fot high A-Trait

individuals and 32.2 for loru A-Traít student teachers. The difference

in A-State scores between Sessions 1 and 2 was statistically signi-

fícant (P < 0.05) for high A-Trait student teachers but not for the low

A-Trait subjects (Tables 9 and 10). The A-State mean scores for high

and low A-Trait indivíduals at Testing Session 3 were 32.9 and 22.6

respectively and were 32.8 and 23.8 at Testing Sessíon 4. The dif-

ference Ín mean scores \^ras statistícally significant for both groups

between Sessions 2 anð, 3 but the difference between Testing Sessions 3

and 4 vüas not sÍgnificant for both high and low A-Trait student

teachers.

There T,üas no hypothesís stated for the relationship between

A-State and A-Trait scores. However, those student teachers who are

high in A-Trait, by definition, would be expected to exhibit higher

A-State scores than would low A-Trait indíviduals because the former

tend to react to a wider rarlge of situatÍons as dangerous or threaten-

ing. The extent to which the indivídual perceíves the specific

situatíons as threateníng is greatly influenced by his past experi-

erices. Spielberger suggests that high A-Traít persons react with

greater A-State intensity in situatíons in which the indÍvi<lual's

personal adequacy is evaluated or in sítuations that ínvolve inter-

personal relationships which may pose a threat to self-esteem

(Spielberger, et al, 1970:30). Both the evaluation of personal

adequacy and interpersonal relatíonships which could become a threat

to self-esteem are present in the student teaching situation. The fact

that hÍgh A-Traít indívíduals are more susceptible to the treatment

period would suggest that there \^/ere some phenomena duríng thaË intro-
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Table 9

A t-test Comparison of Mean Scores on STAI, A-State
Subtest for Hígh A-Traít Student Teachers (N=17)

2-tail
Test Mean Score L-value df Probability

A-State, Session 1

A-SEate, Session 2

51. 0

44 .4
4.5r L6 0.000

A-State, Sessíon 2

A-State, Session 3

4. B0 L6 0.000
44 .4

??q

A-State, Sessíon 3

A-State, Session 4
0.06 L6 0.953

32.9

J¿.Ó

Table 10

A t-test Comparison of Mean Scores on STAI, A-State
Subtest for Low A-Trait Student Teachers (N=fO)

2-xaiL
Test Mean Score t-value df Probabílity

A-SËate, Session 1

A-State, Sessíon 2

J¿. O

32.2
0.023 9 0.827

A-State, Session 2

A-State, Session 3

J¿. L

22.6
3. 05 9 0. 0r4

A-State, Session 3

A-State, Sessíon 4

22.6

¿J. ö
-0.90 9 0.394
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ductory

buí1ds

A-Traít

session and during the first student teachÍng sessíon that

self-confidence in the individual to a greater extent for high

individuals than for low A-Traít individuals '

Scores according to fínal standings. Student teachers I'le1e awarded

one of three final standings. The possible standings were either

ttrecommendedtt for certificatíon, ttincompletett or ttfailures.t' Student

teachers' A-State mean scores according to theír final sLandings are

reported in Graph 3. Those student teachers who, at the end of the

uníversiËy year r{ere recommended for certification had a mean score at

Testing Session L of 43.5 as opposed to a mean score of 33.0 for those

whose standing was incomplete. At this first testing session, those

student teachers v¡ho received a final standing of "faíl" had a mean

A-State score of.40.4. At Testing Session 2, the A-State mean score

Failure

Recornmended

Graph 3

Comparison of STAI, A-State Mean Scores
on Final Standings of Student Teachers

35

30

U)
trlú
O
CJ(t

z
T4
¿1
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for "recommended" students was 39.8, for "incomplete" students 36.1

and forttfaÍlure" students 35.0. At Testíng Sessíon 3, the mean scores

for t'recommendedrt' t'incompletett and ttfailurett subjects r,ùere 29.7 ,

25.L ar.d 32.3 respectively. At the fourth and final testing session

the A-State mean scores were 28.7 for t'recommendedtt student teachers,

25.3 for "incomplete" student teachers and 29.3 for those student

teachers who received a standing of "failure."

An analysis of variance (Table 1l) revealed that only at

Testíng Session l, was there a statístically signÍficant difference

between student teachers who had received final standings of

t'recommended,t' "incompletett and "failure.t' Hypothesís 1.3 predicted

that the least successful student teachers, those who receíved a final

standing of "failurer" would experience the highest levels of state

anxiety. The data revealed that only at Testing Sessions 3 and 4 was

the level of A-State the hÍghest of the three groups of student

Ëeachers. Also, at neíther of Lhese testíng sessíons was there a

statistícally significant dífference between groups, Thus the

hypothesis is not supported by the data and must be rejected.

The University, in recornmending a standíng of t'failuret' said,

in effect, that from íts point of view, these students díd not have

the aptitudes or r¿ork habits to become successful teachers. Those who

r,rere t'recommendedtt for certification and those given "incomplete"

standings did have the potenËial to become successful teachers. The

difference in A-State mean scores between these latter groups might

suggest that there is a minimum level of anxíety below which the

motivatíon of the índividual is affected and rnight further suggest

correlation between motívation and anxíety levels. The increase in
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Table 11

Analysis of Variance: One i,'lay Classification of
Teacher Anxiety on A-State Scale (N=91)

Degrees of Freedom

Source of VariatÍon F-Value Betrveen \^Iithin Probability

Certification:
A-State, Session

A-State, Session

A-State, Session

A-State, Session

I
2

J

4

2

2

2

2

3.532

0. 839

1. 309

0.773

()ô

a)Õ

BB

88

0. 0335",

0.4357

0 .27 53

0.4648

Age:

A-State,
A-State,
A-State,
A-State,

Session

Session

Session

Session

0. 055

0. 355

5 .444

o .4L4

1t

2

3

4

1

1

1

1

B9

B9

B9

B9

0. Br50

0.5528

0. 0219:t

0. s21B

Sex:

A-State,
A-State,
A-State,
A-State,

Sessíon

Session

Session

Session

2.909

4 .343

0. 520

1.380

1

2

aJ

4

1

1

1

1

89

89

B9

89

0 " 0916

0. 0400""

0. 47 28

0.2433

Program Level:
A-State, Sessíon

A-State, Session

A-StaËe, Session

A-State, Session

1

2

3

4

0. 136

0.478

0.028

0. 345

2

2

2

2

BB

B8

BB

BB

o .87 28

0.62L7

0 .97 26

0.7094

,\-Significant at 0.05 level of confidence.
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A-State scores betr¡een Testing Sessions 1 and 2 f.ot the t'incomplete"

grouping suggesLs that these students \¡/ere experiencing phenomena that

they considered threatening. This group \ùas the only one in the study

that behaved in accordance with the prediction of hypothesis 1.1.

Overconfident indivíduals who suddenly discovered the demands of the

classroom and expectations of cooperating teachers rnight be ín this

category of "incompletet' student teachers. Other student teachers ruho

approach thís períod of time from the point of view of acquíring

teachíng skills prior to the practicum period would experience a

decrease ín A-States as these skÍ11s uTere acquired.

Scores according to age. Age did not seem to be a significant vari-

able in levels of A-State. The trends, which \¡rere consistent to those

of the total sample, are shown in Graph 4. The oldest student

teachers, age 22 and older, had a mean A-State score of 42.9 at Testing

Session I which the younger student teachers ' age 2L and younger 
'

scored 42.4. At Testing Session 2, the older subjects had a mean

score of 39.9 and the younger student teachers scored 38.8. The mean

A-State scores changed to 31.0 and 27.5 for the older and younger

subjects respectivety by Testing Session 3. At Testing Session 4, the

older students had a mean A-State score of 2E.9 with the younger

students scoring 28.0. hÏhile the older student teachers experienced

stightly hÍgher levels of A-State than did the younger student

teachers, the differences for the age variable \,rere statistically

significant (P < 0.05) only for Testíng Session 3.

Hypothesis L.4 predicted that older student teachers would

experience lower levels of State anxiety than would the younger
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sessions, the older

the younger student
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The data reveal that in each of the four testing

student teachers scored consistently higher than

teachers. Thus, hypothesis 1.4 must be rejected.
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Graph 4

Comparison by Age of STAI, A-State Þlean Scores

The findings of this study do not support the findings of

Cattell who found a steady decline of anxiety from adolescence to early

maturÍty. This study, however, looked at anxieties as they related to

a chosen profession. It may be that older student teachers are

affected by more extraneous variables than the younger subjects.

Older students may have been away from the classroom for extended

periods of time, they may be more susceptible to publÍc opiníon and

they may have greater financial responsibilities at stake than

students just out of high school. If this ís the case, these people

would probably experíence more stress entering a ne\^7 profession.

0ldest

Youngest

April
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Scores according to sex. Females had higher A-SËate mean scores than

males throughout the student teaching year (Graph 5). The mean A-State

score was 44.4 f.or females and 40.9 for males at Testing Session l.

The scores \¡/ere 41.3 for females and 37.4 for males at Testing Session

2 and were 30.0 for females and 28.9 for males by Testing Session 3.

At Testing Sessíon 4, the mean A-State score for females vlas 29.3 and

27.7 for ma1es. The differences between males and females rùas

sËatistícally significant only at Testing Session 2 (P t 0.05)"

Graph 5

Comparison by Sex of STAI, A-State Mean Scores

The prediction stated in hypothesis 1.5 was that females would

have higher levels of State anxiety than would ma1es. The data reveal-

ed that in each of the four testing sessions, females did have higher

mean scores than males on the A-State scale. However, the sex variable

provided statistícally significant differences at only one out of four

tesËing sessions. The data, then, did not reveal strong enough
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evidence to permit acceptance of the hypothesis.

The scores, anaLyzed for sex variable' suggest that the

differences in A-State levels between males and females are not of a

magnitude that r¿ou1d require differential treatment or programming for

this variable ín student teachers.

Scores according to program level. Student teachers rüere enrolled in

one of three programs. Those sËudent teachers preparing to teach in

grades kÍndergarten through grade six were enrolled in Lhe elementary

program, those who were preparing to Leach junior or senior high

school had elected the secondary program and those whose goal was to

teach music education \¡/ere enrolled in the music program. The scores

of student teachers enrolled in the three plograms are shovm in Graph

6. The mean A-State score for elementary teachers was 42.1 at Testing

Session 1, 38.6 at Testing Session 2, 29.6 at Testing Session 3 and

28.7 at the fourth and final testíng session. For secondary teachers

the mean scores were 43.2,40.3, 29.4 and 28.I. Music students had

an initial mean score of 43.4. This changed to 37.8 at the second

testin¡5 session and 2B.B at the thÍrd testing session. The score for

music students at the fourth and final testing session was 30.6.

Analysis of variance of the mean scores of the three subgroups revealed

no statistically significance difference (P. 0.05) betlveen elementary,

secondary and music cells at any of the four testing sessions.

Hypothesis 1.6 predicted that elementary student teachers

'¡ould experience higher levels of A-State than would other student

Ëeachers. The data showed that elementary student teachers had higher

A-State scores than secondary and music subjects only aË Testíng
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Session 3. The

necessitates its

data therefore does not support

rej ection.

the hypothesis and
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Graph 6

Cornparison of STAI, A-State Mean Scores by Program Level

The trends displayed by both elernentary and secondary student

teachers \^Iere very similar to the Lrends of the total sample. Music

teachers, however, demonstrated a greater decrease in A-State mean

scores between Testing Sessions I and 2 tlnan the other t\,Jo groups and

demonstraÉed a slíght increase in A-State mean scores between Testíng

Sessions 3 and 4, during a period when scores \^lere decreasing for

elementary and secondary students. This change may be explaÍned by

the differences in preparatory work and academic ski1ls between the

music group and the elementary and secondary subjects.

Summary. The data reveal only incídental dífferences in A-State

scores as they relate to student teachers for the variables of final

April
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standings, age' sex and program level' Statistícally signifícant

decreases in A-State scores for the total sample vrere noted for two of

the three tÍme periods. These periods were the tíme betrueen Testing

sessions I and 2 or t]ne prepractícum period and the other \^ras the time

between Testing sessions 2 and 3 or the first practicum period' The

basic trend establishs¿ for the total sample throughout the student

teaching year r{as evident in almost all of the variable subgroups

examined.

StudentteachersrthoscoredhighesËontheA-Traitscale

demonstrated much hígher A-state mean scores than those who scored low

on the A-Trait scale. These high A-Traít subjects also showed greater

decreases in A-State levels than the low A-Trait subjects during both

the prepracticum session and the first practícum session'

Teacher Anxiety

The Teacher Anxíety Scale (TCHAS) v¡as not administered at

Testing session I because t.he items vTere so specific to teachíng that

the student teacher rnight not be prepared to identify with some of the

conceïns listed. Also, the items rnight have induced anxÍeties by

inËroducíng unfamiliar aspects of the teaching task. The first admin-

istration of the TCHAS rras at Testing Session 2, immediately prÍor to

the first Practicum session.

The mean scores on the TCHAS, displayed in Gxaph 7 , indicate

similar trends to the nean scores on the A-state scale. The mean

teacher anxiety scores were 62.3 at Testing session 2, 52.2 aL Testing

Session 3 and 48.5 at Testing session 4 (Table 12). The differences in

mean scores rùere statistically signíficant (.P < 0.05) for both fhe
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periods of

Sessions 3

Ëime between TesLing Sessions 2 and

and 4 (Table 13).
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Graph 7

TCHAS lulean Scores

Ilypothesís 2.L predícted decreases in the levels of teacher

anxíety during the student teaching yea¡. The data clearly support

this hypothesis with statistically signíficant decreases for both time

períods tested.

Student teachers receive guidance and support from a variety

of sources duríng the student teaching year. Course professors,

supervising faculty members, cooperating teachers and principals all

make attempts to assist the student Ëeacher in makíng the transítion

from theory to practice. Also, as student teachers become more

accustomed to the teacherts role, confidence will increase. The
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Table 12

A Comparison of TCHAS Mean Scores:\-

Testíng
Session /É2

Testing
Session /13

Testing
Sessíon /14Sample

Total Group 62.3 52'2 48'5
N=91

Lor¿ A-Trair 48 . B 45 -2 39 '9
N=10

High A-Trait 68.8 55' 9 54'3
N=17

Elementary 60.8 49 '5 45 '8
N=41

Secondary
N=45

62.8 54.7 49.L

Music 69 .8 57 '4 54 '4
N=5

Male 59. f 5f' 3 46 '6
N=44

Female 65.2 53.1 50'2
N=47

Oldest 6I.6 54.0 48 ' B

N=52

Youngest
N=39

63.r 49.9 48.0
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Table L2 (contínued)

Testing Testing Testing
Sample SessÍon /12 Sessíon li3 Session /14

Recommended
N=82

63.0 s2 .6 48 .1

Incomplete
N=6

55.2 48.5 44.2

Failure 57.0 49.0 5f.0
\T- II\-J

zkMin. = 25i Max. = 125

Table 13

A t-test Comparison of lulean Scores
on the Teacher Anxiety Scale (N=91)

2-taíL
Test Mean Score t-value df Probability

TCIIAS, Session 2 62.3

TCHAS, Session 3 52.2
9.01 90 0.000

TCHAS, Session 3 52.2

TCHAS, Session 4 48.5
4.33 90 0.000
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interactíve process betl,Teen supervisory support provided and familiar-

ity with the role assists in the allevíation of teacher concerns and

the correspondíng decreases in anxíety levels demonstrated by the data'

Scores according to A-Trait levels. Student teachers \,lere divided

into high and. low A-Trait groupings on the basis of * one standard

deviatíon from the mean A-Trait score. Those subjects who had high

scores on the A-Trait scale had a mean TCHAS score of 68.8 at Testíng

Session 2 ar':d a mean score of 55 .9 at Testing Session 3 (Table 12).

At Testing Session 4, the TCHAS mean score for high A-Trait subjects

was 54.3. For low A-Trait student teachers the TCHAS mean scores vüere

4B.B at Testíng Sessíon 2, 45.2 at Testing Sessíon 3 and 39.9 at

TesËing session 4. These mean scoTes are shov¡n ín Graph B. The

difference in teacher anxiety scores between Testíng Sessions 2 and 3

was statistically significanË (P< 0.05) for high A-Trait individuals

but not for low A-trait subjects (Table 14 and 15). The differences

in nean scores \^/as not significant for both high and low A-Trait

groups between Testing Sesslons 3 and 4" The differences in mean

TCHAS scores between Testing Sessions 2 and 4 vras statistically

sígnificant for both A-Trait groups.

Hypothesis 6.2 predicted that student teachers i¿ho possess high

levels of Trait anxíety would experience a decrease in teacher anxiety

during the student teachíng year. The data revealed a statistically

signíficant decrease in TCHAS mean score for high A-Traít student

Ëeachers between Testing Sessions 2 and 4. These data suppolt Ehe

hypothesis. The significant decrease betrveen Testing Sessions 2 and 3

for thís group indícates that this period of time, which corresponded



to the first practicumr accounts for the

decrease.
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major portion of the anxietY

Graph 8

Comparison of High and Low A-Traít Student
Teachers on TCHAS Dlean Scores

Hypothesís 6.3 predícted that low A-Trait student teachers

lvould not experience a sígníficant change ín teacher anxiety scores

during the student teaching year. The data reveal that there \47as a

statistÍcally significant decrease in TCI1AS mean scores for this group

between Testing Sessions 2 and 4. ilypothesis 6.3 would therefore have

to be rejected. The decrease in teacher anxiety was much more gradual

than for high A-Traít subjects, hor,¡ever, as neíther of the periods

betr¿een Testíng Sessions 2 and 3 or Testing Session 3 and 4 produced

statistícally significant drops in TCHAS mean scores.
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Table 14

A t-test comparison of }fean scores on the Teacher Anxiety
Scale for Loru A-Trait Student Teachers (N=10)

2-taíI
Test Mean Score t-value df Probability

TCHAS, Session 2

TCHAS, Session 3

48.B

45.2
0.81 9 0.438

TCHAS, Session 3

TCHAS, Session 4

45.2

39.9
2.07 9 0.069

TCHAS, Session 2

TCHAS, Sessíon 4

48. B

?o o
2.54 9 0.032

Table 15

A t-test Comparison of Mean Scores on the Teacher Anxíety
Scale for High A-Trait Student Teachers (N=17)

2-taíL
Test Mean Score t-value df Probabílity

TCHAS, Sessíon 2

TCHAS, Session 3

68. B

55.9
4.66 L6 0.000

TCHAS, Sessíon 3

TCHAS, Session 4

55.9

54 .3
0. 87 16 0.395

TCHAS, Session 2

TCHAS, Session 4

68. B

54.3
4.r3 76 0.001
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The relatíonshíp between high and low A-traít índividuals on

the TCHAS mean scores \^/as simil-ar to that of the A-State mean scores.

The high A-Trait individuals scored considerably higher on the TCHAS

than the low A-Trait student teachers. Unlike the A-State scores,

however, the teacher anxíety Scores continued to drop for low A-Traít

indivíduals between Testing Sessions 3 and 4.

Table 16 provides a comparison of the mean TCIIAS scores of high

and 1ow A-Trait indivíduals at each of the three testÍng sessíons. The

data show a statistically significant difference between high and low

A-Trait subjects (P < 0.05) for all Testing sessíons. Hypothesís 6.1

predicts that student teachers who possess high levels of trait anxiety

would experience higher leve1s of teacher anxiety than those with low

A-Traít anxiety. On the basís of the analysis of Table 16, the data

would suppolt the hypothesis and permit acceptance of the predícËion

in the hypothesis.

Scores according Lo program 1evel. ElemenËary student teachers Índi-

caËed less teacher anxiety than secondary or music student teachers as

displayed ín Graph 9. Elementary subjectst teachers anxíety mearl score

was 60.8 at the second testing session while the mean score for

secondary students was 62.8. A mean teacher anxíety scole of 69.8 was

obtaÍned for student teachers with musíc majors. At Testing Session 3,

elementary teacherst mean score was 49.5, secondary 54.1 and students

with a music major was 57.4. Ar the fourth and final testing session

the TCHAS score for elementary teachers was 45. B and for secondary

teachers r.vas 49.1. SËudent teachers with a music major scored 64.4 at

this final testing sessíon. Analysis of variance revealed that the
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Table 16

Comparison of High and Lor¡ A-Trait
Student Teachers on TCHAS Scores

One-tai1
l4ean t-value df :'< Probability

TCHAS Session 2:

Low A-Trait

High A-Trait

48.8

68.8
-4.04 L2.44 0.001

TCHAS Sessíon 3:

Low A-Trait

High A-Traít

45.2

s5. 9
-r. 88 15.59 0.039

TCHAS Session 4:

Low A-Trait

High A-Trait

39 .9

s4.3
-2.64 20.67 0.007

*Separate Varíance Estirnate used.

mean TCHAS scores for the three different programs were signíficantly

different only at the fína1 testíng session (Table 17).

Hypothesis 2.2 predicted that student teachers enrolled in the

elementary program would experience higher levels of teacher anxieËy

than r¡ould other student teachers. The data did not suPport this

hypothesis. In this study, the elementary student teachers experienced

the lowest TCHAS mean scores.

A very marked increase in TCIIAS scores ís noted for music

students between Testíng Sessions 3 and 4. The directÍon of this
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change ís opposite to the changing anxÍety scores for both elementary

and secondary groupings and for the total sample. This sharp increase

r¡ould account for the significant difference in scores at the final

testing session. Student teachers v¡ith a music major \^/eIe requíred,

during the second practicum, to gain some experience teaching in a

second subject area. The second practicum \¡/as located between testing

Sessions 3 and 4. The unfamíILar task of teaching in a non-music

subject aïea nay have provided a number of stimuli that the musíc

students perceived as threatening.
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Graph 9

TCHAS Mean Scores on
Student Teachers

Secondary

Elementary

Scores according to sex. The mean scores on the TCHAS for the sex
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variable have a very similar trend to the mean scores on the A-State

scale. Female student teachers had higher meari teacher anxíety scores

throughout the student teaching year as revealed in Graph 10. The

meân scores on the TCHAS for female student teachers rvas 65.2 fot

Testíng Session 2, 53.1 for Testing Session 3 and 50.2 fot the fourth

and final testing session. For males the mean scores r¿ere 59.1 at the

second testing session, 51.3 at the third testing sessíon a,nd 46.6 at

Testing Session 4. As with the A-State scores reported in Graph 5,

the difference between sexes \^las statistically significant only at

Testing Session 2. At other testing sessions females had slightly

higher mean scores than males but this difference I¡7as not significant

(P < 0.05).

Graph 10

Sex of TCHAS }Iean Scores
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The prediction made in hypothesis 2.3 \,7as that female student

teachers ruould experience higher levels of teacher anxiety than male

student teachers. Mean scores for male-female subgroupings tended to

support the hypothesis throughout the student teaching year. The

hypothesis is supported statístícally, however, at only one of the

three testing sessions. The hypothesis, therefore, cannot be accepted.

Scores according to age. Graph 11 provídes the TCIfAS mean scores for

the age variable. Younger student teachers, those 2L years of age and

younger, had a mean score of 63.1 at Testing Sessíon 2, 49.9 at Testing

Session 3 and lr8.0 at Testing Session 4. The older subjects had a

TCHAS mean score of 61.6 for the second testing sessíon, 54.0 at

Testing Session 3 and 48.8 at the fourth and final testing sessíon.

Analysis of variance indicated that the differences in TCHAS mean

scores \^/ere not sígníficant (P< 0.05) throughout the student teaching

year.

Hypothesis 2.4 predicted that oldeï student teachers would be

less prone to high levels of teacher anxiety than the younger sludent

teachers. No clear patteTrr is revealed in the data. At Testing

Sessíon 2, the younger student teachers scored slightly higher in

teacher anxiety than the older teachers. The ranking is reversed for

the final two testing sessíons. In view of the lack of patteTn and

lack of statistical significance, the hypothesis must be rejected.

The decrease in teacher anxiety scores l{as greater for younger

student teachers during the first practicum, between Sessions 2 and 3.

It would appear that during the practicum, the younger student teachers

learned to cope wíth the phenomena that they perceived as threateníng
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to a gTeater degree than did the older student teachers.

Graph 1l

ComparÍson by Age of TCIIAS Mean Scores

Scores accordíng to final sLandings. For student teachers who

received recosrnendation for certification and those who had earned

incomplete standirigs, the trends of teacher anxíety scores parallels

closely the trends set for A-State mean scores (Graph 12). Students

who rvere t'recommended" had a mean scole of 63.0 at Testing Session 2,

52.6 at Testíng Sessíon 3 and 48.7 at Testing Session 4. Students vrith

"íncomplete" standings had mean scores of 55.2, 48.5 and 44.2. For

students with "failure" standings, the TCHAS mean score at Testing

Session 2 as 57.0,48.5 at Testing Session 3 and 44.2 at the fourth and

final testing session. The data did not reveal any statístically

sígnificant dífferences in mean scores (P.0.05) between "recommendedr"
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ttincomplete" or "failure" groupings at any of the three testing

sessions (Table 17).

In hypothesis 2.5 the predíction \¡7as made that the least

successful student teachers, those with a standing of "failure," would

have greater teacher anxiety levels. The hypothesis \^7as not supported

by the data as no significant differences ín the three groups v/ere

found at any of the three testing sessions.

Failure
Reconrnended

Incomplete

Graph L2

Comparison of TCITAS Mean Scores on Final
Standings of Student Teachers

Student teachers r+ith t'incompleter: standings revealed the

lowest levels of teacher anxiety -¡hích rnight again suggest lack of

motívation or indifference to the program. There I,/as a noticeable

increase ín mean scores for "faí1uret' subjects between Testing Sessíons

3 and 4, whích is the períod of Ëime after cornpletion of Ëhe fírst

April
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practicum. This period of time also included the second practicum.

It may be that duríng the second practicum, those student teachers

who r¿ere experiencing difficulties were feeling pressures from super-

vising personnel. These conditions undoubtedly cause teacher anxiety

to increase as the data has shorrn.

Summary. Student teachers showed signÍficant decreases ín TCHAS mean

scores for the periods of tíme betr.^¡een Testíng Sessions 2 and 3 and

between Testing Sessions 3 ar,d 4. This basic pattern of decreasing

TCHAS mean scores for the total sample vias reflected ín all subgroups

except tr¡/o. The music program and those who failed, while showing

sharp decreases in TCHAS mean scores betr'reen Testing Sessíons 2 and 3,

íncreased between Testíng Sessions 3 and 4. The groupings of program

level, sex, age and certification variables did not show consistent

differences in mean TCHAS scores.

High A-TraiL student teachers scored significantly higher on

the Teacher Anxiety Scale than low A-Trait student Leachers. Both

high and low A-Traít individuals responded with sígnificant decreases

ín TCHAS mean scores during the student teachíng year but only the l'righ

A-Trait subjects had significant decreases during the first practicum

period of between Testing Sessions 2 and 3. Neither high nor low A-

Trait groups showed statÍstically signífícant decreases in TCHAS mean

scores between Testing Sessions 3 and 4.

State Anxíety Versus Teacher Anxiety

The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation was used to compare the

A-State scores from the STAI and the teacher anxíety scores from the

TCHAS. The correlations betrùeen Ëhe STAI (A-State) and the TCHAS
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Table 17

Analysis of Variance: One-hIay Classification of
Teacher Anxiety Scale Mean Scores (N=91)

Degrees of Freedom

Source of Variation F-Value Betrr/een i^Iithin Probab ility

Program

TCHAS,

TCHAS,

TCHAS,

Level:

Session

Sessíon

Session

L.344

1.861

5 .489

2

3

4

2

2

2

88

8B

BB

0.2660

0. 1616

0 . 005 7't

Sex:

TCHAS,

TCHAS,

TCHAS,

Session

Session

Session

6.272

0.436

1 .891

2

3

4

1

1

1

B9

B9

89

0. 0141't

0. s109

0.L726

Age:

TCHAS,

TCHAS,

TCHAS,

Session

Session

Session

0. 356

2.334

0.087

2

aJ

l+

I

I

I

89

B9

89

0.5522

0. 1302

0 .7 685

Certificatíon:

TCHAS, Session

TCHAS, Sessíon

TCHAS, Session

2

3

4

2

2

2

L.474

0. 383

0.4]-6

Õ()

BB

8B

0.234s

0. 6831

0. 6590

'lsignifÍcant at the 0.05 1eve1 of confidence.
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range from 0.59 to 0.63 (Table 18). At Testing Session 2, the

beginning of the s¡udent teaching session, the correlatíon was 0.59.

The correlation coefficient r¡/as 0.63 by the end of the student teach-

ing session, or Testing Session 3 and then dropped back to 0.59 by the

end of the university yeaT. All correlations between the scores on

the two instruments \^rere positive and were significant at the 0.001

level of confidence. These strong positive correlations suggest that

the two tests r,{ere measuïing a coîtmon varíable and that teacher anxí-

ety as measured by the TCHAS ís a specific form of state anxiety.

However, the lack of a perfect correlation indicates that there is a

portion of the variance in the TCIIAS which is not cofilmon to StaËe

Anxiety as measured bY the STAI.

Iable lB

Pearson Product Moment Correlation Matrix
of TCHAS and of STAI, A-State Scores

Variable
TCIIAS

Session 2

TCHAS

Session 3

TCHAS

Session 4

A-State,

A-SËate,

A-State,

Session 2

Session 3

Session 4

0. 59

0. 63

0. 59

u=91; P < 0.001

I]I. FACTOR ANALYSIS OF THE TEACHER ANXIETY SCALE

One of the objects of this study, presented in Chapter 1, was

to determine the expressed concerns of student teachers. A principal

factor analysis wíËh varÍmax rotatíon and a frequency dístribution of
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individual test items were used to ataLyze the student teacher

responses to the Teacher AnxÍety Scale. The results of the factor

analysis are described in this section. An Ítem analysís of the

TCHAS is presented in section IV of this Chapter. Analysis of the

souïces of teacher concerns as expressed through the source question-

naire is also described Ín section IV.

Testing Session 2: Pre-Practicum

The factor analysis caused eight factors to emerge (see

Appendíx C). Using the eigenvalue of 1.0 as a level of sígnificance

(Rummel, L970:L69), four factors are discussed here (Table 19) .

A. Descríptj-on of Factors

Factor I - Teacher adequacy. The items that load on this factor

indícate how well prepared the student teacher vüas to become a good

teacher and they indicate conceÍn for ability to prepare lessons.

Factor II - Job satisfaction. This factor isolated i-tems concerning

the suitability of teaching as the most appropriate profession for the

student teacher.

Factor III - Student teacher-pupil interaction. The statements load-

ing on this facËor relate to the student teacher's response to pupils

in specific situations.

Factor IV - Self-adequacy. This factor seems to have grouped items

concerned wíth evaluation of the sLudent teacherrs ability to teach.
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Table 19

Ilighest Loadings of 25 Teacher-Anxiety Variables
on Four Varimax Factors for Pre Student Teaching

Item Factor I Factor II FacËor III Factor fV

23
L7
2L
L4

5

4

L6
6

1l

22
15

2

l8

L9
B

J

24
25

7

I
9

10
L2
13
20

Eígenvalues

0.79
0 .47
0 .46
0. 45
0.43
0.42

0. 73
0 .67
0. 65

0. 68
0.64
0. 54
0.43

7 .L7 r. 53 L.2L

0. 70
0. 60
0. 56
0. 56
0. 55
0.40

r. 09

Loadings: lO.aOl

Item loadings on all factors ín Appendíx.b.
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B. Discussíon of the Factors

Teacher adequacy. This factor which accounted for the greatest per-

centage of the total variability \^7as made up of síx items on the

TCHAS. Three of the items, numbers 23, 2I and 4, relate to lesson

preparation and all three items have very low loadings on the other

three factors. The highest loading of all varíables, ítem number 23,

relates to the student teacherts concern with deciding how to present

inforrnation in the classroom. Items number 2I and 4 express anxíety

experienced during lesson preparation and concern for the ability to

keep sËudents ínterested in the lessons being presented. The other

three items that load significantly on this factor, items numbered 17,

14 anð. 5, are associated with the student teacher's concern for his/

her abilíLy to become a good teacher. The items reflect horv ruell

student teachers are prepared for teachíng, how they compare to their

classmates and how other teachers would view their competency. The

loadíng of lesson preparation and teacher competency on the same

factor would seem to indicate that at this point in the student

teacher preparation program, student Ëeachers place a heavy emphasís

on the skills of lesson preparatíon as a key to becomíng a competent

teacher. Student teachers had not experÍenced the presentation of

lessons to school-aged pupils at this poínt in tirne and gave lesson

preparation a much higher value than ítems number 9 and l0 which

relate to pupils following the student teacherfs ínstrucLions and

class control respectively. Item numbex 9, relating to the followíng

of the student teacherts instructions loaded at 0.009 and ítem number

10, concerning class control loaded at 0.L28 on this factor.
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Job satisfaction. Three iterns load heavily on this factor. They are

items 16, 6 and 11. None of these items load sígnificantly on any

other factor. The main concern irere seems to be an uncertainty about

the intrinsic rewards that vrould be derived from the teaching profes-

sion. Item 16 expressed a corlcern that the student teacher t'didnrt

knorv yet whether (he/she) really rvanted to be a teacher" whíle item

6 expressed the uncertainty about finding teaching a saËisfyíng

profession. Item 1l shorved concern for how happy the student teacher

T¡/as in teaching compared to his expectations. These items indicate a

genuine corrcern regarding being satisfied in their chosen profession

of teaching.

Student teacher-pupil ínteraction. Three out of four of the .ltems

loading on thís factor relate to the student teacherts concern about

how to handle sítuatíons when the student teacher is unable to

respond to a pupil or the class. There is a concern expressed, that

if it happens, it will affect the student teacher and the remainder of

the lesson. The fourth ítem expresses a concern over the development

of rapport r,¡ith the class. The ínclusion of this item in this factor

might indicate that the inabílity of the teacher to be able to

ansT¡/er all questions would affect the relationship that teacher would

have with that class.

Self-adequacy. The six items loading on this factor deal with evalua-

tion of the student teacher. The highest loading is item 19 concern-

ing the principal's observation in the classroom. Item 7 Ís about a

parent observing in the classroom. Both of these items would relate

to the threat of being judged by another adult. Two items, items 3
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arlð, 24 express concern for the student teacherts confidence when

speaking before a gloup or class. The other truo items relate the

" student teacherts self-evaluation as a teacher and a comparison to the

other preservíce teachers in the sane teacher preparation program.

Testíng Session 3: Post-Practicum

The factor analysís of the Teacher Anxiety Scale at the

conclusion of the fírst practicum resulted in sÍx factors emerging.

Using the eigenvalue of 0.98 as a level of significance (Rurnrnel, L97O:

L69), four factors are again discussed (Table 20).

A. Description of Iactors

Factor I - Teaching competency. This factor has isolated many of the

same items that were included in "Teacher Adequacy" with the addition

of items concerning evaluation of the student teacher by supervisory

personnel.

Factor II - Career confidence. This factor is almost identical to

"Job Satisfaction" with the addítion of a self comparison to the peers

of rhe student teacher.

Factor III - Interpersonal relatíonships. The ítems loading on thís

factor are associated r¿íth the student teachersr relatíonships with

the class and parents.

Factor IV - Self-assurance. Thís factor is simílar in many \^/ays to

"Student Teacher-Pupil Interac¡ion." It appears Lo have isolated

items concerning the ability of the student teacher to handle situa-

tions in front of a class.
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Table 20

Highest Loadings of 25 Teacher Anxíety Variables on

Four Varímax Factors for Post Student Teaching

Item Factor f. Factor II Factor III Factor IV

2L
L9
77
L4
23
L2

9

L6
1l

6

B

13
7

I
10

2

t5
24

3
4
5

1B
20
22
25

Eigenvalues

0. 65
o.64
0.64
0.54
0.45
0 .4L
0. 40

8. l6

0. B9

0.72
0.62
0.40

0. 65
0. 59
0.56
0.46

0.79
0.6r
0 .46

1. 61 1. ll 0. 9B

a. Loadings 2 | 0.40 
|

b. Item loadings on all factors in Appendix'
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B. Díscussíon of Factors

Teacher competency. This first factor has isolated seven items on the

TCHAS. The factor includes four of the six items that made up

"Teacher Adequacyt' in the pre practícum. These items, items numbered

14, L7, 2L, and 23, are associated wÍth anxiety about lesson prepara-

tion and Ëhe student teacher's concern about the ability to be a good

teacher. This factor includes an element of concern that rvas not

associated with "Teacher Adequacy" of the pre placticuu. This concern

r¡/as one of personal evaluaËion by supervisory personnel--namely the

principal and the college supervísor--and self-evaluation about how

well students \.n/ere followíng the ínstructíons of the student teacher.

Career confídence. Since this factor conËains al1 three items that

loaded on t'Job Satisfaction" from the pre practicum, it would seem

that the practicum did little to convince the student teachers of the

suitability of the teaching profession as a career. Item number 16

loads very highly on this factor (0.89) and expresses anxíety relating

to the uncertaj-nty about rea11y wantíng to be a teacher. Items 11 and

6 deal with personal satisfaction in teaching. Items 16 and 11 both

load higher on this factor than they did on "Job Satisfaction." One

additional item appears \,¡íth this factor. Item number 8 is an expres-

sion of inferioríty in relation to the other preservíce teachers in the

same teacher preparation program.

Interpersonal relatíonships. Four iterns load on this factor. Item 13,

which loads the heaviest on this factor, relates to the student

teacherts self-confidence ín the ability to improvise in the classroom.
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Item 10 refers to the anxiety associated rsith the ability of the

student teacher to maintain class control. The remaining two items

loading on this factor, items 7 and 1, refer to concerns about a

parent observíng in the classroom and the holding of parent-teacher

confeïences. The four ítems that load sígnificantly on this factor

seem to have the coÍtrnon element of concern for the ability of the

student teacher to relate wíth those directly affected by the sËudent

teacher. The items are associated r¡ith confídence in relatíng to

sËudents in a posiËive way and also the abílity to relate to the

studentst parents. Success in teaching often depends upon accePtance

of the teacher by both the students and the parents of Ëhe studenËs.

The items loading on this factor indicate that, following the first

practicum, the student teachers have reco gn1zed this aspect of teach-

ing as an important element ín becomíng a successful teacher.

Self-assurance. The three items that load signíficantly on this factor

all express concern for the ability of Ëhe student teacher to react

spontaneously to academic situalions ín the class. Item number 2

which has the highest loading on this factor refers to the concern of

the studenË teacher about being able to proceed effecËively with Ëhe

lesson after experiencing difficulty in answering a studentrs question.

Item number 15 refers to the anxiety associated with being unable to

answeï a studentrs question while ítem 24 refers to self-confidence in

recall of subject matter when in front of the class. None of the

three items load sígnifícantly on any of the other factors. The items

loading on Ëhis factor reflect the qualities of a mature and confident

teacher and it is not sitrprising to find these concerns among pre-
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service teachers who have just completed their first attempt at

translating theory into practice.

Testing Session 4: The Student Teaching Year End

hlhen Ëhe TCHAS results from the conclusion of the student

teachíng year \,reïe factor anaLyzed, six factors again emerged. Usíng

the eigenvalue of 0.90 as a cut off for sígnificant factors, four

factors are presented in Table 21.

A. Description of Factors

Factor I - Professíonal capacÍty. This factor groups items that

compare the student teacherts abilities with those of other preservice

teachers. It also includes concerns about relationships wíth both

students and Parents.

Factor II - Career satisfaction. This factor is very símilar to "Job

Satisfaction" and "Career Confídence" in Testing Sessions 2 and 3

respectively. The factor isolates items that express a concern for

tire suítability of the teaching professíon as a career.

FacËor fLT - Teaching performance. The items that load on thís

factor group together some of the qualit.ies of a successful teacher.

IËems refer to the ability to work with students, parents and other

professionals.

Factor IV - Functional skills. This factor includes items referring

to lesson preparation skílls. It íncludes self-satísfaction attained

in Ëeaching.
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Table 2l

Híghest Loadings of 25 Teacher Anxíety Variables
on Four Varimax Factors for the Year End

Item Factor I Factor II Factor III Factor IV

L7
1

25
aU

L4
IB

L6
1l

6

2I
5

9

L9
10
20

7

4
¿J

2

3

L2
13
15
22
)/,

0. 60
0.58
0. 55
0. 50
0. 48
0. 43

0.42

L.49

0.62
0. 60
0. 56
0. s3
0.52
0. 5t
0.51

o.49

L.24

0 .46

0.7 4
0. 55

0. 90

0. 84
o .67
o .46

Eigenvalues 8.24

a. Loadings > lo.aol

b. fËem loadings on all factors in Appendíx C.
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B. Díscussíon of Factors

Professional capacity. This factor r¿hich accounts for the greatest

percentage of varíabilíty, is made up of sÍx ítems, three of which

include a comparison of self to other preservice teachers in the

teachíng preparatíon program. Item number L7 expresses conceln over

hoi¡ well the student teacher is prepared for teachíng compared to

other preservice teachers. Item number 25, which also loads on

Factor II, relates to competence in the classroom comPared to other

preservice teachers. Item B expresses a concern of beíng inferior to

other preservice teachers. The administration of the TCHAS ín April

coíncided with teacher-recruitment time and may have reflected the

job cornpetition through these three ítems. Item number 14 also loads

on this factor and expresses a concern for the competency of the

student teacher as viewed by other teachers. Thís item could reflect

the concern for the fact that cooperating teachers are asked for

letters of references on student teachers by híring personnel. Item

number I reveals the feelings of anxiety about holding parent-teacher

conferences and reflects the abiliËy of the student-teacher to deal

with a problem-solving sítuatíon. IËem number lB, which also loads on

Factor III is a concern for the ability to develop rapport with

students. These six items seem to reflect the student teacherts co-

verË feelings about his/her abilities to fulfil professional demands.

Career satisfaction. Factor II ís made up of four items. Three of the

items, 6, 11 and 16, are the items that make up the Factor "Job Satis-

faction" from the pre practicum administration of the TCHAS. These

iEems relate to an uncertainty about the teaching profession as a
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career. Item number 6, which refers to the satisfaction in teaching

also loads significantly on Factor IV. In addition to these three

items, Factor II includes item 25 whích expresses corrcern for teacher

competency in comparison to other preservice teachers in the program.

This item also loads significantly on Factor I. Item number 16 has

the highest loading coefficíent of any item and emphasizes the anxiety

about whether oï not the student teacher really r¡/ants Ëo be a leacher.

Teacher perfornance. Eight items load on this factor and group

together many of the evaluative elements of teaching. Item number 19

expresses the anxiety associated wíth the princípal observing in the

classroom while item 7 refers to a parent observing the class. Item

number 5 adds self evaluation because it expresses a r,üorry about being

able to become a good teacher. Item number 20 refers to the student

teacherts anxíety in participating in staff room discussíons. ftems

9, 10, 18 and 2I are associated r¿íth many of the obserable aspects of

teaching that are often mentioned in teacher evaluation reports.

Items l0 and lB relate to class control and student rapport respective-

ly while item 9 focuses on students followíng the teacherrs instruc-

tions. Item 2I adds the ability of the Ëeacher to keep the students

interested in the lesson. These eight items reflect the student

teacherrs anxíety about hÍs/her ability to perform as a teacher in the

classroom.

Functional skills. Two of the three items loading on Factor IV

isolate lesson preparation anxíeties. Item 4 expresses the anxiety

experienced 
.during 

lesson preparation whíle ítem 23 concerns the

anxiety associated \,,iíth deciding on presentation rnethods. The third
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item, ítem 6, expresses the uncertainty as to the satisfactíon to be

gained ín teaching and reflects the anxietÍes that are projected in

the daily preparatíon of lessons in the future.

Discussíon of Factor An?lysís

The fírst four factors \dere anaLyzed for each administration

of the Teacher Anxiety Scale. rtith the first factor of each testíng

session providing the most promínent cluster of characteristics, the

major concern of the student teacher prior to his/her first practícum

was a clusËer relating to being prepared adequately for the job of

teaching. Included in this cluster r¡7ere concerns about lesson pre-

paration. The fírst factor of the post practÍcum data revealed

continued concerns for lesson preparation skills but ítems relating

to the evaluatíve aspect of teaching i'lere added to this cluster.

Also included were items índicatíng student teachíng concerns about

the principal and the college supervísor in the classroom. By the

end of the student teaching year, the ítems which clustered in Factor

I no longer showed concern for the specífícs of lesson preparation.

Factor I at Testing Sessíon 4 reflected concerns for jobs aL this pre-

employment period. Four of the six items in this cluster revealed

concern for personal ability as a teacher compared to other student

teachers wíth whom job competition would develop.

In terms of the six stages of development as outlined by the

Texas Project which is described ín Chapter 2 of this thesis, the

student teachers at Testing Sessions 2 rníght be considered at Stage I

of their development, the "where do I stand?" stage. Testing Sessíon

3 rvould place the students at Stage IV, the "how do you think Irm
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doirrgt" stage. The pre-employment data would correspond to Stage VI

of the Texas Project. This stage is called the "who am I?" stage.

Factor II from each of the three testing sessions contained

three co$rmon items. These items reflected uncertainty about the

choice of teachíng as a profession. AË the last two testing sessions,

an additional ítem reflected a feeling of insecurity and lack of self-

confidence. These items may have been added to the cluster as a

result of having observed experienced teachers during the practicum,

thus brínging about a feeling of ínferiority or inadequacy.

Factor III of Testing Session 2 grouped together student

teacher-pupíl rapport with three items reflecting the inability of the

student teacher to ansTter the questions of the class. By the end of

the first practícum, the item concerning rapPort with pupils was no

longer included in thís cluster which is reported as Factor IV. By

the end of the student teachíng year, pupil-teacher rapport ís grouped

r¡ith ítems that reÍer to the pupil responding to the student teacherrs

perforrnance. It ruould appear that during the first practicum session,

student teachers had come to reaLlze that the ability to "know all

the answersrr is not necessarily the most important ingredíent to

establíshing student-Èeacher rapport.. By the end of the year the

student teacher seems to have recognized that pupil-teacher rapport

is related more closely to a t\,ro-way Ínteractive process than one of

the teacher being the authority.

IV. ITEM ANALYSIS

An item analysÍs on

in an attempt to determine

the Teacher Anxíety Scale was carried out

if any one item on the TCHAS reflected a
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major concern to Lhe student teachers. The item analysis was applied

for each of the three testíng sessions. The Source Questionnaire

which r+as administered only at the pre-practicum testíng session was

also item anaLyzed. The Source Questionnaíre also gave studerlts an

opportunity to list concerns about student teaching that r^/ere not

mentioned in the TCllAS.

Teacher Anxiety Scale

. Respondents on the TCHAS were asked to rate their anxiety

levels on each concern on a Likert-Type Scale ranging from (1) of

minimum anxíety to (5) of maximum anxiety. Table 22 sho¡¡s the mean

scores for each item on the TCHAS.

At the pre-practícum testing session' respondenLs rated ítem

12 as their highest concern with an item mean score of 3.220. Item

12 accounts for anxiety associated with being observed by the college

supervisor. The second highest item mean score was item 17 comparing

how well prepared for teaching the student teacher considered him/her

self to be in relation to the othel preservÍce teachers in the same

teacher preparaËion c1ass. The item mean score for item 17 was 3.L76.

Item 19 ranked third with a mean score of 3.077. This item considers

the anxiety associated with the príncipal observing in the classroom.

The fourth ranked item, item 7, had an item mean score of 3.033 and

refers to the presence of a parent in the classroom. Item 5 and 2L

had mean scores of 2.956. They are assocÍated with a concern for the

abílity to be a good teacher and the ability to keep students inter-

ested in the lesson respectively.

During the post practicum sessíon, item 17 ranked as the high-
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TabLe 22

TCHAS Itern l'{ean Scores (N=91)

-
Item

Testíng Session 2

(Pre-practicum)
Testing Session 3
(Pos t-pract icum)

Testíng Sessíon 4
(Pre- employment)

I
2

3
4
5
6

7

B

9

10
11
L2
t3
L4
15
L6
L7
1B
L9
20
2L
22
23
24
25

2.571
2.429
2.802
2.220
2.956
L.846
3. 033
2.L81
L.967
110'7
L.857
3.220
2.578
2.604
2.233
L.9L2
3.L76
2.27 5
3.077
2.522
2.956
2.TzL
2.890
2.484
1.890

2.LzI
r. 989
2.247
1. Bl3
2.330
r.560
2.429
r. 681
1. 901
r.923
1. 538
2.363
2.200
2.297
1.835
1.593
2.844
L.7 33
2.505
2.L7 6

2.6s9
2.OLL
2.5l-6
r.9t 8
1. 758

2.044
1. 856
2.23r
L.703
2.077
L.604
2.L54
I.582
L.7 47
1. 813
L.582
2.286
1. 989
2.LzI
L.7 25
r. 560
2.527
1.538
2.209
2.OTL
2.462
L.923
2.242
I.9L2
2 .659
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est concern. Item 17, which refers to how well prepated fot teaching

the student teacher is compared to other student teachers and had a

mean score of.2.844. Itern 21 had a mean score of 2.659 and expresses

anxíety about the teacher's abilíty to keep students interested in the

lesson. The third ranked item, itern 23 had a mean scole of 2.516 and

refers to decidíng how to present information in the classrooltr' Item

19 was ranked fourth by respondents with an item mean score oÍ 2'505

and concerns the presence of the principal in the classroom. The

fifth ranked item was item 7 r^¡ith a mean score of 2.429 arrd refers to

a studentts parent in the classroom. Item L2 had a mean score of

2.363 and expresses concern over the college supervisor as a classroom

observer.

The pre-employment testing session showed ítem 25 to be the

stïongest concern with an item mean scoïe of 2.659. This item is

about competency in the classroom compared to other preservice

teachers. It.em 17 ranked second with a mean score of 2.527 and ís

concerned with how well prepared for teaching the student teacher

perceives himself to be in comparison to other preservlce teachers'

The ability to lceep the students interested in Lhe lesson, item 21,

was thírd ranking with a meari score of 2.462. Item 12 concerning the

observatiorr of the college supervisor was fourth with a mean score of

2.286 while ítern 23 rvas fifth with a mean score of 2.242. This item

relates to deciding how to present information in the classroom. Item

3 ¡vas sixth ranked with a mean score of 2.231. This dealt with the

anxiety associated i^¡íth speakíng before a group.

Hypothesis 4.0 predicts that student teachers have specific

anxíety causing concerns during the studenE teaching yeaÏ. At Testing
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Session l, the item mean scores ranged from 1.846 to 3.220 (Table 21,

p. 97). This range indicates that there is in fact a differentj-al

degree of concern for the various items of the TCHAS. The high

correlation between the TCHAS and the STAI, A-State scores suggests

that these concerns are anxiety causing concerns. Therefore the

hypothesis is accePted.

Discussíon. Three items appeared to be major concerns of student

teachers by the rankíng gíven to six items of all three testing

sessíons. These were items L2, L7 and 2L and reflect three basic

categories of items that ranked highest throughout the student teach-

ing year. Items concerníng supervision of the student teaching

experience such as item 12, about Ehe presence of the college super-

visor in the classroom, \Á/ere of foremost concern early in the Student

teaching year. Item 17 which relaËes to how well prepared for teach-

íng the student teacher has become compared to other student teachers

suggests thaË job competition ís a concern throughout the student

Ëeaching year. The emergence of similar items that are ranked highly

indicate increasing concern in this area by the end of the student

teaching year. The thírd category of conceÏns that spans the studenË

teaching year is the concern for a positive working relationship with

students. Item 21 which refers to the ability to keep sËudents inter-

ested in the lesson reflects this category which seems to be of greaË-

est concern immediately following the first practicum.

Supervisory personnel such as the college supervisor and the

principal have the responsibility, not only for recorunendíng the

student teacher for a teachíng certificate but for employment. This
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condition u7ould. tend to make their presence in the classroorn a threat-

eníng experience aL anytime during the student teaching year. The

situatlon r,¡ould have been more desirable Íf these supervisory

personnel could have been viewed as primarily a resource to the fearn-

íng of skills ratheï than as an evaluator. The motivatíon for finding

a suilable teaching position at the conclusíon of the student teachíng

year would have, in all probability, remaíned a strong concern of

student teachers in times of a teacher surplus. The investments in

terms of time and economic resources to gaín the prerequisites to the

student teachíng program are substantial. Student teachers who have

had their first exposure to the classroom soon come to lcnow Lhat the

successful teacher must present well prepared lessons that consistent-

1y capture the interest of the class.

Source Questionnaire

The source questionnaire asked the student teachers to ídenti-

fy the source of theír concern as expressed on each item of the TCHAS

as ttseen, tt ttheard,tt ttímagined,tt ttunknowntt or ttother.tt Those who

identifíed the source as t'othertt\nrere asked to describe the source.

Student teachers ¡n'íth concerns not covered by the TCHAS ü/ere asked to

list them at the end of the questíonnaire.

Table 23 shor+s the frequency distríbution of the responses on

the source questíonnaiïe for each item of the TCHAS while Table 24

displays the percentage responses for each category of seen, heard,

imagíned, unknown or other. The most frequently indicated source of

conceïn was "imagined." A totaL of 728 ouË of a possíble 2,275

responses or 32.0 per cent designated their concerns r^/ere as a result
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Table 23

Frequency Distribution of self Expressed sources of Teacher
Concerns from ltems on the Teacher Anxiety Scale

Item Seen Heard Imagíned Unknown 0ther

1
2
aJ

4
tr
J

6

7a
I
9

10
11
T2
13
I4
15
L6
L7
1B
19
20
2L
22
LJ

24
25

Totals

l0
24
22
2L
LJ

29
7

44
LO

26
20
11
23

9

15
LJ

55
27

4
29
L9
20
T7
24
39

40
9

5

15
ll
l3
L7
T2
10

oo

9

31
7

ZJ
9
ôô

12
8

/L

L2
15
r3
2L

a

IB

9

L2
4

ll
7

ö

13
B

7

tl
10

5

L4
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a. One subjecÈ did not respond to íten 7.
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TabLe 24

Sources of Teacher AnxietY as Expressed on TCHAS

Seen IIeard Imagined Unknov¡n Others

Total Sample, N=91 24.52 L5.7i( 32.07" L0.57" L7 .3%

Elementary,

Secondary,

Musíc, N=5

N=41

N=45

.> L Oo/

25.2%

L4.47"

LB.O%

L3.47"

L7.67"

29.87.

J). Z/o

40.87"

LL.9%

9.87.

4.ó/"

L5 .57.

10 10/LO. J/Ò

2.47"

of something they were imagining. The second most frequent source

was that of "seen" wíth a total of 557 ot 24.5 per cenL of the

ïesponses. ttOther" sources accounted for L7.3 per cent while "heard"

was reported at L5.7 per cent and "unknowrt" as 10.5 per cent. If Lhe

data are anaLyzeð by elementary, secondary and music variables, the

sources renain very much in the same general ranking order wiËh only

small variations for those in the musíc program (N=5). "Imagined"

was the most frequent source listed for elementary, secondary and

music with percentage respoflses of 29.8, 33.2 and 40.8 respectively.

ttSeent' was reported ín 24.9 per cent of the cases for elementary and

25.2 per cent of the cases for secondary but only 14.4 pet cent of

the cases for the music cell. The third rankíng for elemenËary and

secondary but Ëhe second ranking for music was ttother." This category

lras the reported source in 15.5 per cent of cases for elementary

student teachers, lB.3 per cent for secondary and 22.4 pet cenË for

music. "Heardttwas indicated in lB.0 per cent of cases for elementary

and 13.4 per cent for secondary. Music students indícated that the
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source \.^/as sonething they had heard in L7.6 per cent of the cases.

t'Unknown" represented ll.9 per cent of cases for elementary, 9.8 per

cent for secondaly and 4. B per cent for music student teachers.

ILem 72 of the TCHAS was indicated as the item of highest item

mean score at the pre-placticum testing sessíon. Table 23 shows that

the source of this anxíety \Áras reported as something "Ímagined" by 37

out of the 9l or 40.7 per cent of the subjects. It further índicates

thaË 31 out of 9l or 34.1 per cent of the subjects had índícated the

source to be something ttheard.tt Together, these tr,/o categories

account f.or 74.8 per cent of the source of anxiety. ftem 19 was listed

as the thírd highest anxiety item and \^Ias concerned about the principal

observíng in the classroom. For this item 51 out of 9l or 56.0 per

cent of the sources \.^rere listed as "imagined" and 24 out of 9l or 26.4

peï cent as something "heard." This combines for a total of 82.4 per

cent of the sources of anxiety.

Ilypothesis 5.0 predicted that sËudent teacher concerns are

most frequently caused by unknown fears which are products of the

student teacher's imagination. The data reveal that "imagined" is the

mosË frequently indicated source of concern at Testing Sessior' 2.

Testing Session 2 was irrnediately prior to the first practicurn.

Hypothesis 5.0 can therefore be accepted for student teachers about

to conmence theír first practícum.

Additíonal data. A total of 393 of the 2,275 Tesponses to questions

on the source questíonnaire indicated t'othert' as the source of their

anxietíes. Table 29 in Appendix C presenËs the sources listed as

t'othert' sources and Ëheir frequencies. The most frequently mentioned
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Source I^/aS some personal experience. ttExperiencedtt r¿as reported ín

26L of the items. This was follorved by "self-confídence" r¡ith a

frequency of 35, "felt" with a frequency of.25 and personal thoughts

L4. "Insecurity in dealÍng with adults -v/as Ieported in 11 cases and

"relating to people" in l0 items. All other items had a frequency of

six or less.

A number of qualifying statements \¡rere rePorted vrith the

source "experienced. tr Some of the experiences that affected student

teacher's feelings about the ítems on the Teacher Anxiety Scale r^/ere:

trainíng in the faculty of education, teaching piano lessons, working

with childrents clubs, former professions, previous work r¡ith

children, talking to groups of people, public speaking, ivorking with

adults, classroom practicum and micro teaching, YMCA work' nervousness

when working roith older people, sunìneI canp counsellor and swimming

instructor. These statements illustrate the varied backgrounds of

student teachers and are an indication of how past experiences affect

the perceived threat of student teachers when dealing wíth the many

and varied teachíng tasks.

Student Ëeachers lísted a variety of concerns that \,Iere not

mentioned in the Teacher Anxiety Scale. They are listed in Table 30

of Appendix C. The rnost frequent mentioned concern \Àras one involving

the evaluation of pupíls Ín the classroom. Five student teachers

reported this item as a coflcern. Four student teachers lÍsted

I'methods and críLeria used by supervising faculty for grading student

teachers.t' The relevancy of the professional courses to the classroom

situation rvas mentÍoned as a concern by three student teachers. How-

ever, these concerns Iüere Stated prior to the practícum and may have
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been'premature. Student teachers reported on three occasions a

concern for the fact that university professoTs lùere giving assígn-

ments and term papers related to professional courses that were to be

completed during the practicum. These student teachers l./ere express-

ing a concern for time demands being placed on them that would

probably interfere ldith time required for lesson preparation. Four

sLudent teachers expressed concern over the interrelationships that

might develop between the student teacher and the cooperating teacher.

On two occasions student teachers reported that having to Serve nany

masters (i.e., the cooperating teacher, the supervísing faculËy, the

princípal and the students) \^las a concern to Ëhem. Two teachers also

reported that the ïapport Lhey establish with other teachers in the

school was of concern. A number of other corlcerns were expressed by

the respondents with unit frequency. These concerns are listed in

Table 30 of Appendix C.

V. SU}ßIARY

A total of 20 hypotheses r¡rere tested against the data collect-

ed in the four tesLíng sessions. Eight ouË of 20 hypotheses vüere

accepted. The fíndings are sunmarized in Table 25. The probability

level of 0.05 was chosen for acceptance or rejection of hypotheses.

The relationship between levels of A-state as measured by the

STAI and variables of time, program leve1, sex' age and certification

\,fere predícted in hypotheses 1.0 to 1.6. Hypothesis l.l predicËed an

increase in A-State levels for the period of time prior to the first

practicum. The daLa, however, revealed a sËatisËically significant

decrease in A-State scores for this period and the hypothesis, there-
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TabLe 25

Surunary of Results of Hypotheses Tested

Hypothesís Variables Results

1.0

1.1

L.2

1.3

L.4

1.5

r.6

2.0

t1

))

L.)

2.4

2.5

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

6.r

6.2

6.3

levels of

levels of

levels of

levels of

levels of

levels of

levels of

levels of

levels of
ing year

A-State

A-State

A-State

A-State

A-State

A-State

A-State

teacher

teacher

vs. tine and other variables

during pre-practícum

during first practicum

vs. certification

vs. age

vs. sex

vs. program level

anxiety and oËher varíables

anxiety over student teach-

rej ected

rej ected

accepted

rej ected

rej ected

rej ected

rej ected

rej ected

accepted

rej ected

rej ected

rej ected

rej ected

accepted

accepted

accepted

accepted

accepted

accepted

rej ected

levels of teacher anxíety vs. program level

levels of teacher anxíety vs. sex

levels of teacher anxiety vs. age

levels of Leacher anxiety vs. certÍfication

leve1s of A-State vs. levels of teacher anxiety

possession of concerns

sources of concerns

levels of A-Trait vs. teacher anxiety

high and 1ow A-Traít vs. teacher anxiety

high A-Trait vs. teacher anxiety

1ow A-Trait vs. teacher anxiety
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fore, was rejected. Hypothesis L.2 predicted a decrease in A-State

levels during the first practicum and this prediction \das supported

by the data and the hypothesis was accepted. The data revealed a

significant decrease in A-StaËe scores for both the periods between

Testing Sessions 2 atd 3 and Testing Sessions 3 arLd 4. The investiga-

tion failed to find consístently significant differences in 1eve1s of

A-State for variables of program level, sex, age or certifícation and

hypotheses 1.3 to 1.6 rvere rejected. Statistically signifícant

differences betrnreen subgroupings were found for only one out of the

four testing sessions for variables of cerËification, age and sex and

none for program level. Hypothesis 1"0 whích surmnarized hypotheses

1.1 to 1.6 rn'as rejected as the rnajority of the component parËs vüere

not found to be significant.

Hypotheses 2.0 to 2.5 examined the relationshíp between levels

of teacher anxiety as measured by the TCHAS and the variables of

program level, sex, age, certificaËion and time. Hypothesis 2.1

predicted a decrease in teacher anxíety scores over the student teach-

ing year. The data supported this hypothesís. Not only was a statis-

tically significant decrease found for the period of tíme betr.^¡een

Testing Sessions 2 and 4, but also for each of the two intermediate

tíme frames of the first practicum session and the períod of time

between Testing Sessíons 3 and 4. The data did not reveal statisti-

cally significant differences in TCHAS levels between the subgroups

established by program 1evel, sex, age or cerËification varíables

stated in hypotheses 2.2 to 2.5. The general decreasing trends in

Ëeacher anxíety establíshed for the total sample were reflected in

nearly all of the subgroupings as illustrated ín Graphs 9 to L2
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(pp. B0-84). The exceptíons \¡Iere for the subgroupíngs of students

with rnusíc majors and those respondents who failed. These student

teachers demonstrated an increase in teacher anxiety levels between

the completion of the first practicum and the year end or between

Testing Sessíons 2 and 4. Hypothesis 2.0 !,las an a1l inclusive staËe-

ment encompassing all the variables examÍned by hypotheses 2.L to 2.5.

Since only the time variable produced a significant difference in

TCHAS levels, hypothests 2.0 was rejected.

ilypothesis 3.0 predicted a significant correlation betr¡een

scores on Ëhe Teacher Anxiety Scale and scores on the A-State scale.

The Pearson Pïoduct Moment CorrelaLion gave correlaËion coefficients

significant at the 0.001 level, thus the hypothesis T,fas accepted. The

strong correlation r/üas reflected ín the comparison of the A-State mean

scores and those of TCIIAS mean scores for the variables of age, sex'

program level and certificatíon. The basic trends establíshed on one

ínstrument \,/ere very similar to the trends of the other. Also the

subgroups thaL scored highest on the TCHAS also scored the highest on

the A-State scale. For the sex variable, it had been predicted that

females v¡ou1d score higher on both scales than male. i'{hile the

relationship was not statistically significant, the females did score

consistently higher than males on both scales. Other trends that were

not predicted by the hypotheses were also consistent on both the TCHAS

and the A-SLate scales. For age variable, the younger students scored

lower than the older students while for certifícation variable, the

students granted an incomplete standing scored lowest for all three

testing sessíons on the TCIIAS and at three out of four sessions on the

A-State. Student teachers in the music ploglam recorded increasing
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scores on both scales between the end of the first practicum ancl the

end of the student teachíng Year.

Hypothesis 4.0 which predicted the existence of anxiety-caus-

íng concerfrs v/as supported by two sets of data. The ítem analysis of

the TCHAS revealed varíatíons in item mean scoTes corlespondíng to

variatíons ín concerns which vary through the student teaching year.

The hígh correlatíon betv¡een A-State scores and scores on the TCHAS

r^rere measuring a form of state anxiety. These t\^/o sets of data, there-

fore measure a cofilmon construct.

Hypothesis 5.0 predicted that the source of student teacher

concerÍrs would be theír imagination. The item analysis of the Source

QuesËionnaire revealed that the highest. percentage of all concerns

lísted \,^Ias the imagination of the student teachers with 32.0 per cent

of all responses in this category. The hypothesis was therefore

accepted for the concerns measured at Testing Session 2'

Relatíonships between Traít anxiety and teacher anxiety \^rere

predicted in hypotheses 6.0 to 6.3. Hypothesis 6.1 predicted that

hígh A-Trait student teachers would experíence higher levels of

teacher anxiety than low A-Trait subjects. The hypothesís hras tesled

at each of the three testing sessÍons. The difference in TCI-iAS mean

Scores was sígnificant at t\,/o of the three testíng sessions and was

very close to the 0.05 level of significance for the third testing

session. On the basis of this analysis, the hypothesis Tras accepted'

Hypothesis 6.2 predicted that high A-Traít subjects would experience

decreases in teacher anxíety over the student teaching year and Lhe

hypothesis ilras accepted. Hypothesis 6.3 predicted that low A-Trait

subjects would not experience a significanË change in teacher anxiety
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over the year. The data revealed that the lorv A-Traít individuals did

experience a significant decrease over the student teachíng year and

the hypothesis therefore, rTas rejected. There l^ras a difference betrveen

high and low A-Trait individuals in the pattern of responses to the

TCIIAS. For high A-Trait subjects there \¡üas a significant decrease in

TCHAS scores beËiueen Testíng Sessions 2 and 3 (the first practicum)

but for 1ow A-Trait student teachers no sígnificant difference \^las

found for either the períod between Testing Sessions 2 and 3 or betrueen

Testing Sessions 3 and 4.

At Testing Sessíon 2, a factor analysis of the item responses

of the TCHAS grouped items about lesson preparation and the abílity

to be a good teacher on Factor I. At the thírd testing session,

Factor I revealed that in addition to lesson preparation items and

ítems on the ability to be a good teacher, an evaluative element \,/as

added. The items that loaded on this dimension included items about

the college supervisor and príncipal observing in the classroom.

Factor analysis of the items of the TCHAS after Testing Session 4,

revealed a shift ín concerns. Items grouped in Factor I appear to

compare the indívidual with the conpetency of other student teachers.

There seemed to be a transition through the first factors from a

position of being able to functíon as a teacher in the classroom early

in the year to a position of concern for'being evaluated as a teacher.

By the end of the student teacher year the prímary clusler of ítems

reflected the competition for jobs.

The item analysis of the TCHAS revealed similar concerns being

expressed. The item analysis revealed basic corrcerns about supervi-

sors, relatÍonships vrith students and the competition for jobs. Five
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of ¡he síx top ranked items in the ítem analysis also appear in Factor

I of Testing Session 3. Some of the top ranked items from Testing

Session 2 did not appear in Factor I. Items about the presence of tl-Le

college supervísor and princípa1 observing in the classroom are

examples. At this testing session, concerns for the relationship

between the student teacher and the cooperating teacher were written

ín.

A changing attítude about the ingredients of teacher-pupil

rapport l^ras revealed ín the factor analysis. At Testíng Session 2

the concern for teacher rapport was included in a cluster of items

that related to the inabílity of the teacher to ansl^ler the pupil r s

questíons. At Testíng Session 3, this same item on rapport T.üas

grouped with items that referred to the pupí1 respondÍng to the

teachers performance. The changing of clusters indicates a changing

of attitudes from one of the teacher beíng master to one of the

teacher and pupil interacting and workíng Ëogether.

At Testing Session 2, student teachers indicated that the

majority of their concerns about student teaching \^7ere as a result of

something t'imaginedt' or somethingt'seen.tt i'Ihen student teachers

indicated a high frequency of "seentt sources, i-t may have reflected

anxiety caused by the very bríef classroom observation period prior to

the first practicum. Students indicated that they had not been given

an opportunity to discuss their observatíons. Over 75 per cent of the

concerns about supervisory personnel \.^/ere the result of something

eíther ttimagínedtt or ttheard.tt
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SI]MMARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

I. SIIMI"ÍARY

Theoretical Framework

Since the development of the Manifest Anxiety Scale ín 1951,

thousands of studies have been carried out on anxiety in humans.

However, much of the research has produced conflicting results. Some

of these inconsístencies have been aËtributed to the fact that anxiety

is far Ëoo complex to be viewed as a single construct. The State-

Traít concept of anxiety separates the phenomenon of anxieËy into two

very distinct constructs and differentiates between Trait Anxiety,

that which identifies individual differences in anxiety proneness,

from St.ate Anxiety or situatíonal anxiety which varies with the threat

perceíved by the subject.

In thís study the State-Trait theory rvas utilized Ln an exam-

inaËíon of the very specifíc anxiety related to teaching and ín parti-

cular to student teaching.

Purpose of the Study

The preservice teacher is placed in a situation of learning to

Ëranslate the theory of professional training into practÍce. The pre-

service period is designed to províde some knor,vledge of the theory of

learning, accepted methods of teaching students of dÍfferent age

levels and methods of evaluating student progress. The sEudent
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teacher is then expected to combine this knowledge wíth an academic

background to present meaníngful, well developed lessons in a class-

room setting. In the process the student teacher is confronted with

problems associated with the teaching tasks for the first time. In

many cases the professional preservice training is a shorL one and

índíviduals are abruptly transformed from student to teacher. The

student teacher goes through thís experience knowing that the success

of the transítion will f.or a very large part determine employment

opportuniËies. The process is undoubtedly anxiety producíng.

This study \.{as undertaken in order to determine the anxiety

levels throughout the student teaching year, and to determine if

student teachers \^/ith different characteristics experience dífferent

levels of anxiety. The characteristics that Trere examined were sex,

age, program, success in the program and anxiety proneness (A-Trait

levels). Another purpose of the study \..ras to determine the nature of

anxiety producÍng concerns and to determine some of the sources of

these concerns.

InstrumentatÍon

Two instruments were used in the study to determine the 1eve1s

of anxiety during the student teaching year. The State-Traít Anxiety

Inventory was used to identify trait anxiety and the levels of state

anxiety at the various times of the year. The inventory is a paper

and pencil test where respondents are asked to identify theír feelings

on a four point scale. The Teacher Anxiety Scale was also used to

identify levels of anxíety that are specific to the teaching profes-

sion. The Teacher Anxiety Scale is a paper and pencíl test that asks
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responderrts to rate their level of agreement to the statements on a

five point sca1e. Thís scale also provided an indícation of some of

the anxíety producing concerns of the student teachers at the differ-

ent times during the student teaching year. A thírd questionnaire,

the Source Questionnaíre was developed to determine the sources of the

concerns expressed on the Teacher Anxiety Scale.

Population and Data Collection

The populatíon consisted of 161 student teachers who were

enrolled in the Certification Year or Student Teachíng Year at Brandon

Uníversity during t1ne L975-76 academic year. Data were collected at

four specifíc times during the student Ëeachíng year. The first test-

ing session \¡/as conducted during the first week of classes in Septem-

ber. The second testing session was held just prior to the fírst

practicum in November and the third session at the conclusion of the

fÍrst practicum in mid-December. The fourth and final testing session

was held at Ehe conclusion of the student teaching year at the end of

April. The sample used for the statistical analysis consisted of the

9l subjecEs who had responded to all the instruments required at each

of the four testing sessíons. The instruments were admínistered at

the Universíty by the researcher for the fírst two testíng sessions

and by the principal or an appointed staff member of the school ín

which the practÍcum was being held for the final t\,/o testing sessions

Statistical Treatment

used to

testing

Four basíc statistical procedures were used:

examine differences in anxÍety levels at the

sessions f Q) the dífferences in the anxiety

(1) t-tests \^/ere

four different

levels of student
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teachers rvith different characteristics was examined by a one-ú/ay

analysis of variance; (3) responses on the 25 item Teacher Anxíety

Scale r¿ere factor anaLyzed to determine the nature of student teacher

concerns at the pre-practicum, post-practicum and pre-employment test-

ing sessions; (4) an item analysis of the Teacher Anxiety Scale rvas

utilized to examine the responses for specific high anxiety items.

This method was also used to determine the source of anxiety causing

concerns as revealed through the Source Questionnaire.

II. FINDINGS

The data have revealed that the leve1s of both state anxiety

as measured by the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory and teacher anxiety

as measured by the Teacher Anxíety Scale decreases over the student

teaching year. Anxiety levels are highest at the beginning of the

student teaching year and decrease durÍng the initial theoretical part

of the student teachÍng year. AnxíeËy levels also drop significanËly

during the first student teachíng session, to a greater extent than

during the pre-practicum session.

There are no staËistically signíficant differences in levels

of student teacher anxiety, as measured by either the STAI, A-State

scale or the TCHAS for subgroups formed by the variables of sex, ãge,

program level or success ín the program as measured by certlficatíon

recommendations. These groupings do, however, reflect the same

decreasing trends established by the total sample. There is a signi-

fícant difference on TCHAS scores between student teachers who score

hígh on the STAI, A-Trait scale and those who score low on the A-Trait

scale. Also, hígh A-Traít student Ëeachers were found to respond to
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both the theoretical and the practícal treatment sessions with greater

decreases ín anxiety levels than low A-Trait student teachers.

In concurrence \'rith Fullerts developmental stages of student

teachers, it was found that the natule of the concerns of student

teachers varies as the student teaching year progfesses. Prior to

attempting the first practical training session, student teachers

reported basic concerns about lesson preparation skills, positive

personal relationships with cooperating teachers and fear of supervi-

sory personnel such as the college supervisor and the princi-pal. By

the end of the first practicum, when the first student teaching report

is submitted to the Uníversity, student teachers expressed increasing

concern about lesson preparatíon skills and shoi.v continued concern for

the presence of supervisory personnel Ín the classroom. By the end of

the student teaching year, the need for a teaching position is reflect-

ed by the increasing concern for personnel competency ín comparisíon

to other student teachers.

The sources of concerns expressed on the Source QuestíonnaÍre

were examined at TestÍng Session 2 only, immedíately prior to the

first practicum. Students reported the sources of ttimagínationt' and

t'seen" as the most frequent sources of their feelings. Previous

experiences in community groups and organízations were frequently

associated with the choice of t'other" on the Source Questionnaire.

One student teacher indicated, at the conclusion of the

sËudent teaching year, that his involvernent in the project had helped

him focus on hís o\¡in personal concerns. By indicatíng personal

concerns, he was better able to analyze hís emotions which, in his

opinion, helped lower his anxiety leve1.
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III. CONCLUSIONS AND I}PLICATIONS

Conclusions

One of the major focuses of the study \^/as to identify the

anxiety levels of student teachers throughout the student Ëeaching

year on the premise that excessive leveIs of anxiety in student

teachers would interfere with the optimum learning aËmosphere for the

student teacher. To Ëhís end, State anxiety levels and Teacher anxi-

ety levels r¡/ere ídentified. No effort r,ias made to identífy the thres-

hold level of anxiety above which anxiety begíns to ínterfere r¿ith

performance. The results revealed a steady decline in anxiety levels,

as measured by both the State Anxiety Scale and the more specific

Teacher Anxíety Scale, throughout the student teaching year. The

híghest level of State anxiety as related to student teaching was

reported at the beginning of the student teaching year or at the

initial measurement. The ínitial measurement of Teacher Anxiety, aË

the beginníng of the practicum also revealed the híghest 1eve1s of

anxiety. The greaLest decrease ín anxiety 1evels occurred duríng the

first practicum for both State and Teacher Anxieties. The inítial

student teaching experience is a time when anxíety about teaching ís

most signifícantly reduced. The anxiety levels are reduced during the

pre-practicum but the levels of anxiety at the beginníng of the first

practícum are statistíca1ly significantly hígher than at the conclu-

sion of that first practicum. The rate of decrease of anxíety levels

between the conclusion of the first practicum and the end of the

student teachíng year is relatively small. Any attempts to lower

anxiety levels would be best attempted during the pre-practÍcum period
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or during the inítial sËages of the first practicum.

Analysis of the data revealed that the anxieËy levels of

student teachers v/ere not statistically significantly different for

the variables of sex, age, level of achievement or training program.

One v¡ould Lherefore conclude that any attempt to compensate for anxi-

ety 1eve1s in student teachers by special programming for these

variables r¿ould not be necessary. i^Ihile the líterature review had

índícaËed a general trend Ëhat females score signíficantly higher on

self report anxiety scales than do males, the results of this study

supported Kata who índÍcaËed that whíle males do generally score lower

than females, "sex of the respondent is not a good predictor of the

anxiety level" (Kata, L975z2BL). The mean scores for females r¡/ere

found to be consistently higher than for males but the differences \¡rere

nonsignificant at the 0.05 leve1 of sígnificance.

Another focus of the study rvas the correlation between the

scores on the A-State sub-test of the STAT and the scores on the

TCHAS. The results of correlatíons performed on the results of these

two tests revealed consistently significant and positive correlations

between Lhe two instruments. The Teacher Anxiety Scale can therefore

be used, not only to identífy specific concerns about the teachíng

task but also provide an indication of relative levels of State

anxiety.

The analysis revealed that differences in levels of Trait

Anxiety affect the 1eve1 of Teacher Anxiety of student teachers.

Those student teachers who were found to have high 1evels of anxíety

proneness demonstrated statístically higher levels of teacher anxiety

than did those subjects with low levels of Ërait anxiety. They also
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demonstrated the abí1ity to adapt and cope with stress whích they

perceived. Attempts to lower anxiety levels príor to the first

practicum may be benefícial. In such cases, however, it would be

useful to identífy high A-Trait student teachers. Lowering teacher

anxiety levels below minimum rnotivational levels might not be desir-

able. Anxiety might be lor,¡ered for low A-Trait student teachers íf

the same treatment was applied to both high and low A-Trait subj ects.

0f particular interest to the researcher was the nature of

student teacher concerns at tímes of high anxiety levels. The item

analysis of the Teacher Anxiety Scale at the pre-practícum testíng

sessíon revealed a strong feeling of anxiety towards the college

supervisor and towards the pri-ncipal observing in Ëhe classroom. A

lack of confidence in how well prepared for teaching the student

teacher perceived himself to be was another concern as was the

specific ability to prepare lessons. These items also appeared

through the factor analysis as specific concerns at this period of

high anxiety.

The perceived source of the concerns of sLudent teachers takes

on a special significance if attempts are to be made to lower anxiety

levels. The source quesËionnaire which was administered at the

relatively high anxiety pre-practicum testing session revealed that

the majority of concerns r{ere as a result of something imagined. The

second most frequently mentioned source r,,/as something seen. Student

Ëeachers at this point in time vrere expressing concerns about teaching

tasks ¡^¡hích had not yet been experíenced and the anxíety levels I^7ere as

a result of anticipation of problems. It rr¡ould seem that these self-

expressed sources, together wíth the specific concerns expressed should
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be the focus of efforts to bring anxiety levels belor¡ what Spielberger

refers to as the threshold leve1, above which anxíety-produced inter-

fering response tendencies begin to interfere with performance. The

high incidence of the source "seen" suggests that care must be taken

to follor¡ up observation periods in schools rvith discussíon on what

has been observed.

The nature of anxiety producíng concerns changes as the

student teacher matures as a novice teacheï. Factor analysis of the

Teacher Anxiety Scale supports the stages of development of student

teachers suggested by Fuller, et al ín Chapter 2 of this document.

A concern of student teachers that seems to have focused

through both the Teacher Anxiety Scale and the expression of concerns

not listed. on the TCHAS vras one of ínterpersonal relationships between

the student teacher and other professionals r.^lith whom the student

teacher works. Uncertainties about cooperating teachers ' college

supervisors and the principal of the school were frequently expressed.

The interpersonal and social dimension of student teacher must there-

fore be of concern to the professiorials r¡rorking with the student

teacher and not just the instructional dimension.

Implicatíons of the Study

It has been demonstrated that levels of anxíeties of student

teachers decrease over the student teaching year and that relatively

hígh levels of anxiety exist prior to the first practicum session. It

has been further demonstrated that the nature of anxiety causíng

concerns varies during the student teaching year in concurrence wíth

Fullerfs stages of develoPment of student Ëeachers.
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It is not surprising that student teachers would perceive the

first practícum as the most threat.eníng part of the preservice program.

It is here that the student teacher faces school and classroom realÍty

for the first time. The student teacher is beÍng asked to adapt

subject matter for different age and ability levels, to control

student behavior, Ëo be responsible for the motivation of other indi-

víduals and to r¿ork in harmony with and to satisfy a variety of other

professionals.

Inihen student Ëeachers enter the classroom they become an

integral part of the learníng process of a group of pupíls. If

student teachers are preoccupied wiËh serious concerns and doubts

about themselves and their abilities, it would seem reasonable to

assume that the pupils will not benefit to Ëhe maximrnn from what the

student teacher has to offer nor will the student teacher benefit to

the maxímum of what other professionals have Ëo offer to their student

teachers. The alleviation of concerns of sËudent teachers has to be

a vital part of learníng to teach because until these concerns have

been satisfíed, there wíll be competing demands on the energies of the

student Ëeacher. The levels of these anxieties decrease sígnificantly

as the student teacher gaÍns experience ín the classroom. This

decrease is probably due to the development of coping mechanísms ín

pressure sítuations, the familiarLzatíon with the teaching tasks and

the buildíng of self-confidence as a teacher.

There may be times when high anxíety levels in student teachers

seem to interfere r'rith effective teaching. In such cases, the super-

vísing professionals could assist the student teacher by facilitating

the idenrification of the student teacherrs anxiety causing concerns.
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The study revealed that over 50 per cent of student teachers' concerns

\,^rere a result of something that has been either seen of imagined' It

would appear that, thÍs being the case, an exarnínation of the concerns

would be useful. The supervising professionals should ensure that

provisions are made for regular dialogue ¡¿ith the student teacher on

the activitíes of both the student teacher and the cooperating teacher'

Sussestions for Further StudY

This study made no judgement as to the Ëhreshold level of

anxiety in student teachers ruhich would provide for the optional

learning conditions for the student teacher. The literature suggests

that anxiety has the effect of reducing rnental efficÍency and classrooin

performance. Hor,¡ever, the implication also exists that rllithout some

tension teaching may be flat. Research into the most efficient levels

of anxiety in sLudent teachers would be desirable'

A second area which needs research in some experimentation on

methods of reducing the specific anxíeties of student teachers ' This

study has identífied conceïns and their sources. The effect on

anxíety levels of such tïeaËmenËs as seminars on student teacher

concerns and ínterpersonal relations training would prove beneficial'
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Personal Information Sheet

Survey Number

NAME:

PROGRAlvl: Primary Intermediate Jr. High

Sr. High Music

SEX: Male _ Female

AGE:
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Points Presented to Student Teachers
as Introductory Comments

Testing SessÍon I

Introduction

A. Research inLo ways of providing more effective supervísion of
student teachers.

- applicable in schools by teachers and prÍncipals

- applicable here by Faculty Supervisors

B. Type of informatíon needed.

- survey of attítudes and opinions aL critical times during the
practice teaching year

C. Effect of the survey.

- none on you as individuals

- hopefully a greaË deal, on student teachers of the future

- hopefully it will help YOU as a classroom teacher when you will
be asked to supervise a student teacher Ín the future

- GUARANTEE - it wíl1 not affect you ín any r/¡ay during this college
year

- professors will not have access to any information
until after the sËudy is completed--and Ëhen only in
generalities as group daËa

- you r,ril1 not be identifíed as índividuals--in fact
I don't need your name EXCEPT that some of you might
forget your assigned student number

- I wí11 be the only one with access to your name and
it will not go on to the computer carrl

D. Testing.

- four times during the year--maximum of one half hour each

Participation

- NOT COMPULSORY but I hope everyone will agree to parËicípate

- íf you wish to OPT OUT--do so now; do not take a data sheet
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- if you wish a copy of the results I r^rill send you a sunnary

Fact Sheet

- remember your nurnber for today

- íf you wish a copy of the results put a sunmer address on
bottom of sheet

STAT

- how you feel "AT THrs M0MENT"--"AB0Ur STUDENT TEACHTNG"

- how you feel "generally'r--not relating specifically to any
participative aspect
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Instructions for Test Administration
Testing Session 2

The battery of three tests should be administered no later
than the second day of student teaching. Otherwise they can not be

consídered as a t'pretest" to student teaching.

If there are any questions regarding the tests please call
Murray Zuk in Sourís collect at 410 during office hours and at L22 ax

home.

The student teachers all agreed to participate in the study
last September. However, íf any of them have any violent objections
to continuing in the study, they are to be excused from ans\.ùering these
tests.

Step I

a. Assign the following survey numbers to the student teachers.:

Step II

a. Hand out "Self-evaluatíve questionnaire, STAI Form X-1."

b. Instruct Lhe student teachers to be sure to ansv/er form X-1 as
form X-2 which is located on the reverse side of the form is NOT

Ëo be answered at this Lime.

c. Instruct student teachers to put survey nunber and date at Ehe top
of Form X-1 (Name is not required).

d. Read the following directions:

A number of statements in'hich people have used to descríbe them-
selves are given belov¡. Read each statement and then blacken in
the appropriate circle to the right of the statement to indicaËe
how you feel right nori,7, that is, AT THIS }{0MENT--4Þ9!I-U!!ENI
TEACHING. There are no right or rürong arrsr¡rers. Do not spend too
*""h ti"re on any one sËatement but give the ansr¡/er which seems to
describe youl present feelings best. Note: Lhe three underlined
words above do not appear on the studentts copy so please emphasize
them.

e. They may now begin to ans\,/er form X-1 (note: there is no time
lirnit but it will take about 5 minutes).



c Irlhen student teachers
sheets.

have completed form X-1,

L4T

collect the answer

Step III

Hand out Form X-3.

b. Irlstruct student teachers to fill in survey numbers and date.

Read the followíng to the student teachers:

This questionnaire is designed for both teachers and prospective
or student teachers. As student teachers you will use the word-
ing ín the brackets where they exist.

Your answers rvill be kept strictly confidential. Your professors
and teaching supervisors will not have access to this informaËion.
Please read each question carefully. Answer eveTy questionr even
if it seems vague to you or diffÍcult to ansl¡ler. Mark an "Xt'in
only one box for each question. Be sure the "Xttfalls well r^rithin
the box and does not extend into another box. Use the following
scale for all questíons: Never, Infrequently, Occasionally,
Frequently and Always.

Answer the questions as Lo how you feel RIGHT NOI^I--ABOUT STUDENT

TEACHING.

You may begin.

d. Inlhen completed, collect all papers (this should take about 5-10
mínutes) 

"

Step IV

a. Hand out Forrn X-4.

Ask student teachers to fill in survey number and date.

Read the following:

On the last questionnaire you indicated how you felt about some

aspecLs of student teaching. On this questionnaire you will be
asked to indícate to the best of your abílity irrHY you feel that
rray. Each question on this form X-4 corresponds to the same
numbered question on Form X-3 which you just turned in.

The follor,víng questionnaire will gíve you the opportunity to
examíne why you feel the way you do. Is ít because of somethíng
you have seen, something you have heard (which may include some-
thing you have heard from your professor in class, from your class-
mates in lgabr sessíons, somethíng you have heard from friends who

b.
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are teachers, etc. ) , something you imagíned, do you not knoru why
you feel the way you do, or is there some "othertt reason? If you
choose item number 5, "otherr" please índícate the source on the
line below the item.

If you feel that there is more than one contributing factor,
please índicate ONLY THE MOST SIGNIFICANT FACTOR.

Place an "X" in the appropríate box that BEST describes why you
f eel the rvay you do.

On the last page of this q.uestionnaire you rvill be given an
opportuníty Ëo indicate any concerns you may have about student
teaching r.¡hich have been missed by these surveys.

d. i^Ihen students have completed- questionnaires, collect papers and
dismiss students.

THANK YOU SINCERELY FOR YÔUR ASSISTANCE

¿r ¿r ¿r ¿r ¿,.,., ?r-?iti?i?i 7i ?i7i ti 7r ii i\ i! ^ ¿r ^ 7i7i7i7iti7; ?i ?i ?i ?r

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RETURNING COMPLETED ANSI\TER SHEETS:

a. Place al1 completed ans\,üer sheets in envelope and SEAL.

b. Address envelope to:

Ifurray Zuk
clo Cl-íff Carbno
Faculty of Educatíon
Brandon Universíty
Brandon, Manitoba

c. Give the envelope to the Supervising Faculty from Brandon Univer-
sity and ask ËhaË he or she pass it on to Professor Carbno.
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Instructions for Test Administration
Testing Session 3

The battery of tv/o tests should be adminístered durÍng the
last two days of student teaching. The students are all famÍliar with
the tests which should take no longer than 15 minutes.

If there are any questions regarding the tests, please call
Murray Zuk tn SourÍs, collect, at 410 during office hours and at I22
at home.

Step I

a. Assign the following survey numbers to the student teachers:

Step II

a. Hand out "Self-evaluatíon questionnaire, STAI Form X-I."

b. Instïuct the student teacher to be sure to ans\^rer form X-1 as form
X-2 which is located on the reverse side of the form is NOT to be
ansv¡ered at this time.

c. Instruct student teachers to put survey number and date at the top
of Form X-l (Name Ís not required).

d. Reading the following directions:

A number of statements which people have used to describe them-
selves are given below. Read each statement and then blacken in
the appropriate circle to the right of the st.atement Ëo indicate
how you feel right nor,r, that is, AT THIS M0MENT--AB0UI-ST'IJ!EN!
TEACHING. There are no right or r/ürong ansRrers. Do not spend too
n*.ft t-i*. on an.y one statement but give the ans\¡7er which seems to
describe your present feelings best. Note: the three underlined
words above do not appear on the studenËts copy, so please
emphasize them.

e. They may now begin to answer form X-l (note: there ís no time
1imíË but it will take about 5 mínutes).

f.. trrrhen student teachers have completed forur X-1, collect the ansruer
sheets.
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Step III

a. Hand out Form X-3.

b. Instruct student teachers to fill ín survey numbers and <iate.

c. Read the following to the student teachers:

Some questions are worded with brackets such that you can read the
question with or without the brackets, At this stage of your
traíning you may now ignore the rvording in brackets.

Your answers will be kept strictly confidential. Your professors
and teaching supervisors will not have access to this information.
Please read each question carefully. Ansr¿er eveTy question, even
íf it Seems vague to you or difficult to aflsv/er. Ifark an "X[ in
one box for each questÍon. Be sure the "X" falls well within the
box and does not extend ínto another box. Use the following scale
for all questions: Never, Infrecluently, Occasionally, tr'requently
and Always.

Answer the questions as to how you feel RIGHT NOI,I--ABOUT STUDENT

TEACHII{G.

You may begin.

d. Inlhen completed, collect all papers (this should take about 5-10
minutes ) .

-L -r- -L -t¡.t--t -l. J- J¡
^ 

?t ,! ,! .r ,r ,r ?Í:; 7i ?\- ?i ?i ?í ?i tç ti ?i ti Ti ?i 7i ?i ti ti Ti ti;i );:i 7i 7s 7i 
'i 

?t 
'i

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RETURNING COI"IPLETED ANSI,]ER SHEETS:

Place all completed ansrn'er sheets in the self-addressed
envelope and mail as soon as possible.

Thank you sincerely for your assistance.

The student teachers will re-r,¡rite this questionnaire at the
conclusíon of their last student teaching session. I hope I may call
on your assistance at that time. Results of the research will be
sent to all who cooperated in the data collection.
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Apxl]- 2L, L976

Dear PrinciPal:

Youmayormaynotbefamiliar\'/iththeenclosedsetof
tests. They a're parL of testing program used to collect data
for a thesis leading to a Master of Education degree at the
University of Manitoba. The topic of my thesis Ís Trqnds 3nd
Sources oL Anxiety ín Student Teachi_ng. This -is the fourth and

fi""r ""t "f t."t" during their student teaching year. Due to
a number of students dropping out of the program' my sample

size has been dimínished signíficantly. Lt is Ëherefore criti-
cal that I obtain test results from those remaining ín the pro-
gram. I am asking your cooperation in having someone on staff
ãd*irrí"t.r these i""t" to the student teachers in your school'
It should only take 15-20 minutes. A summary of the results
will be forwarded to all r¡ho assist in data collection.

Thank you sincerely for your assístance'

Yours truly,

Murray L. Zulrc

r¡-lzl:nns

P.S. It is ímPortant that
the administration of

the r¡ord "Anxiety" not be used
these tests.

ln
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Instructions for Test AdminÍstration
Testing Session 4

The battery of three tests should be administered during the
last week of student teachíng. The students are all farnilíar rvíth
the tests which should take no longer than 15 minutes.

If there are any questions regarding the tests, please call
l,lurray Zuk in Sourls, collect, at 470 during office hours and at I22
at horne.

Step I

a. Assign the following survey numbers to the student teachers:

Step II

a. Hand out "Self-evaluatíon questÍonnaire, STAI Form X-l."

b. Instruct the student teachers to be sure to ansl'7er form X-l prior
Lo X-2 which is located on the reverse síde of the form.

c. Instruct student teachers to put survey number and daËe at the top
of Form X-l (Narne is not required).

d. Read the following directions:

A number of statements which people have used to describe them-
selves are given below. Read each statement and then blacken in
the appropriate circle to the ríght of the statement to indicate
how you feel right nor,^I, that is, AT THIS M0MENT--ABqqI_SI!!EN!
TEACHING. There are no right or v/rong ansr^ters" Do not spend too
*""h tir. on any one statement but give the ans\^reï which seems to
describe your present feelings best. Do not omit any ítems.
Note: the three underlíned words above do not appear on the
studentts copy, so please emphasize them.

e. They inay not begin to ansrúer form X-1 (note: there is no time
limit but iL rvill take about 5 minuËes).

Step III

a. Have students turn X-l over to ansl{er X-2 which is on the reverse
side of X-1.
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Instruct student teachers to place survey number and date at top
of page X-2.

Read the following dírectÍons:

A number of statements \,/hích people have used to describe them-
selves are gíven be1ow. Read each statement and then blacken in
the appropriate circle to the right of the statement to indicate
horv you GENERALLY feel (not límited to your feelings about student
teachíng) . There are no right or wrong ansrüers. Do not spend too
nuch tÍme on any one sLatement, but give the ansr,¡er v¡hich seems
to describe how you generally fee1. Do not omit any Ítem,

Collect all papers.

Step IV

Hand out Form X-3.

b. Instruct student teachers to fill in survey numbers and date.

c. Read the following to the student teachers:

Some questíons are r,rorded hrith brackets such that you can read the
question with or iviËhout brackets. At Ëhís stage of your traíning
you may now ignore the wording in brackets.

Your answers will be kept strictly confidential. Your professors
and Ëeachíng supervísors will not have access to this information.
Please read each question carefully. Ansr¡er every question, even
if it seems vague to you or difficult to ans\,^rer. Mark an t'X" irr
only one box for each question. Be sure the "X" falls well with-
ín the box and does not extend into another box. Use the follor.¿-
ing scale for all questions: Never, Infrequently, 0ccasionally,
Frequently and Always.

Answer the questions as to horu you feel RIGIIT NOIü--ABOUT STUDENT
TEACHING.

You may begín.

d. Llhen completed, collect all papers (thís should take about 5-10
minutes) .

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RETURNTNG COMPLETED ANSI^]ER SHEETS:

Place all completed ansr¿er sheets in the self-addressed
envelope and mail as soon as possible.

d.

Thank you sincerely for your assistance.
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$ELF.EVALIJAT¡Oru Q¡.J ESTIONruA[RE

Developed by C.D. Spielberger, R. L. Gorsuch and R. Lushene

STAI FORM X.l

NAME DATE

DIRECTIONS: A number of statements which people have
used to describe themselves are given below. Read each state-
ment and then blacken in the appropriate circle to the right of
the statement to indicate how yoa f eel right now, that is, øú

this tnomenf. There are no right or wrong answers. Do not
spend too much time on any one statement but give the answer
which seems to describe your present feelings best.

I feel calm

I feel secure

I am tense

I am regretful -------.------

I feel at ease -----------

I feel upset

f am presently worrying over possible misfortunes

I feel rested

I feel anxious -------------

I feel comfortable

I feel self-confident

I feel nervous -------------

I am jittery

I feel "high sttung"

I am relaxed -----------

I feel content

I am worried ---- ----.----.

I feel over-excited and "rattled" ------------

I feel joyful

CONSULTIS{G PSYCI.IOLOG¡STS PRESS
577 College Avenue, Palo Alto, California 94306
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your anse,ers wir-1 be kept strictry confidential. your professor and teachingsupervisors will not have access to this information.

Instructions: please reao each question caxefuLly.
.Answer every guestion, even if it seems vague to you ordifficult tc ansreer,
Mark an only one box for each question. B€ suretile rrx,, falls wel,l rvithin the box and does not extendinto another box.

Use the follcruing scaLe for all quest.ions:

Never Inf requently Occasionally Freguently ÀIways

FORMX-3

(Prospective) Teacher euestionnaire Student No.

Date

I feeL caLrn a¡d ccllected r,¿hen I Èhink abcut holdino
parent-teacher conferences.

ff I have trouble answering a student's question I (wi1t find)find it difficult to concentrate on questions that fo1low.

I feel- uncomfortable when I speak before a group,

I (would feel) feel calrn (if f r+ere) v¡hen I arn preparing
lessons,

Irm wor¡ied wheÈher I can be a gÕod teacher.

I feel certain I wil-1 finct teaching a satisfying profession.

I wo):Id feel calm and colLected if a studerrt's paxent observed
in rny classroom.

I feeL inferj.or to other preservice teachers in my teacher
preparation program.

I feel that students r,rill follow my instrucÈions.

i;
!;ç6J93Ë

.. S' .d oj ú)öH88.à?rïr.lcrÈgÊurrÅ
aHOf{'

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5)

TNI:IL.I T1-

2.

?

6.

nft r-tft nt]nnnt]
fifJLlIlu
fjunf:lLl
LJ t_J il t-l t]

o

LrI]
nI-l

t__r [J

t_i .t J

LJ LJ
o

t_t

r_l

Lrln
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-¿-
Student No.

dF{
.lJÈcõl)c
tt .)

los;q!d>ç¡i.qÉõAHO

(1) (2) (3)

t_l

ll
ú

l]
n
ü

ft
fl
L,

¡

f
TJ

r_i

rl
ti

å
È

(s)

l
I]
f
f
L-l

IJ

t_l

iJ

l
tl
LI

L]

u

10.

11.

L2.

l?

1A

15.

16.

11

18.

19.

20.

1a

1<

f feel secure v/ith règard to my ability to keep a class
under control.

f'm less haooy teaching than f thought I'd be.

I feel nen'ous when I arn beíng observed by rny colt-ege
supervisor.

I feel confident about my abiiíty to improvise in the
cl-assroom.

I feel other teachers (rviÌL think) think'I,m very
competent.

I (would feeL) feel very panicky when a student asks ne
a question f (couldn't) canrt. answer.

I feel- anxíous because I don,t knoø yeÈ wbetirer I really
ldanÈ to be a teacher.

I feel- better prepared for teaching than other preser-vice
teachers in rny teacher preparation progran.

Lack of rapport wii:h my stud.ents (r+iL] be) is cne of my
biggest worries,

I woul-d feel_ a¡xious if the principal inforrned me he was
coming to my class to observe,

f (would find) find ít easy to speak up in the staff room.

I worry about being able to keep the students interested
in what I (wi1l teach) teach them.

r (woutd find) finc it easy to adnit to the crass that f
don't knov¡ the answer to a guestion a student asks,

Deciding holv to present l-nformation in the cLassroon
(would make) makes me feeL uncertain.

I feel that I ç¡iII have gocd recall of tlre things f
know when I am in front. of the class.

I feel I (will- be) am as competent, in tåe classroom as
other preservice teachers in my teacher preparation program.

[l
fl

nftl
t]ui_]
LJ- T L]

unLi
L,lI[]
nlfi
t]Ift
nL]fl

[l¡
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ltft f
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FORMX-4

StudenÈ No.

The following questionnaire wirl give you the opportunity to examine why you feel
the way you do about student teaching. place a¡ the appropriate box that
best describes why you feer the way you do. fs it because of something you have seen,

something you have heard, something you irnagined, do you not knor¿ why you feeÌ the
way you do, or is there some "oÈher" reason? If you choose item number 5 (other),
pLease indicate the source on the line below the item.

1. My feeJ-ings about hording parent-Èeacher conferences is theresult of something f have ...

(if ,,other", describe here:)

2. My feelings about concentrating on questions after havingdifficuJ.ty answering a student's guestíon is the result of
something f have ...

(if "other") :

3. My feelings about speaking before a group is the resuft of
something T have ...

(if "othèr") :

[ITf]TT
4. My feeling of carmness about fesson preparation is the resultof sornething f have ...

(if "other"):

5. My feelings about my abiliÈy to be a good teacher is theresuLtofsomerhinsrhave... 
f]InIf]

(if "other,,) :

6. My confidence in finding teaching a satisfying profession isa resuLr of somerhins r have ... I l:l [ | f
(if "other");

lJ
oÉ

õ.¡ñLct{oÈitE 3 gÈf
ØìdHÞO
(1) (2',) (3) (4) (s)

nrDrtr

lnnfl I

[|t]fft I
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FORMX-4 Student No.

7. l"ly feelings about a parent observing in my classroom is a
result of sornething I have ...

(if "oÈher") :

8. My feelins of adequacy in relation to otJter members of my teacher
education cLass is a result of sonething I have ...

(if "other") :

9. My confidence that students wiLl follow my instructions is the
result of something I have ...

(if "other") :

f0. My feelings about my ability to control the class is a resuLt
of something I have ...

(if "other") :

11. My feelings of happiness in teaching are a resuLt of something
T have ..,

(if "other") :

13. My feelings about my ability to improvise in the classroom are
the resul-t of something I have ...

(if "other") :

15. My feelings about not being aJrle to answer a student,s question
is a result of something I have ...

(if "oÈher") :

õoÉÊ3.õ.dOtl
Clrb¡É0.)0drúj¿.c
ooÉ,ÉÐaÍH50

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s)

L2. My feelings aJ:out being observed by my college supervisor are
e resul-t of somethins I have ... [] [] [ f I
(if "other") :

NTDII

tr[f[tr

TTTTT

1._,-trrIü

lft rrI

nIrII

Ifl futl

J.4. My feelings about my competency as viewed by other teachers is
a result of somethins I have ... I Ll l_-| I n
(if "other"):
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FORMX-4 Student No.

16. My feelings about my true desire to become a teacher are a
result of something I have ...

(if "other") :

20. My feelings about particÍpating in staff room discussíons are
a result of something f have ...

(if "other"):

21. My feelings about my ability to keep students inLerested in
my lessons are a result of something f have ...

(if "other") :

22. My feelings about admitting that f don't knoh, the answer to
a Etudentrs question are a result of something f have ...
(if "other") :

-3-

EqJÊ
É3rd.do

Étroìdorúrúil
ooÉ,Ê
O:dHÞ
(1) (2) (3) G

tt
o
lJ
o

) (s)

19, My feelings about the principal coming to observe my class
a.re a result of somethins r have ... [l f I [l
(if "other):

I

tlI[lft[]
17. My feelings of confidence about my preparation for teachingin relation tô other members of my reacher rraining class t] ! tr fl t]are a result of something I have ...

(if "other") :

18. My feelings about rny ability to develop a rapport with students
are a resurr of somerhins r have ... [| [| [l tl Ll
(íf "other"):

ITT[iT

¡fj t_l Ifi

i_l r_--t InI
23. My feelings about naking decisions regarding methods of

instruction are a resutr of somerhins r have ... [l f] fl fl tr
(if "other") :
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FORMX-4 Student No.

õ
oÉ

.ú.do!
Cl{t]rìCoi
o rú rd J¿ -c,0c)8É,Ð|ú)ÍHÞO

(1) (2) (3) (4t (s)

24. My confidence in my ability to recall the things I know while
in front of a class are a result of something r have ... n tr tr n []
(if "other") :

25. My feelings of confidence in the cl-assroom as related to other
members of my class are a result of something I have ... I f f] f| I
(if "other") :

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * x *

ff there are other things about student teaching Èhat are a concern
to you (eq. pupil evaluation) please l-ist them below and indicate
the source of that concern.

Ll fl rl
trflil
tr lrl

L__]rrfr

IlrInl
ltl
TI:]
fl il

tll]ül]Lr
f]]TI][]
iIt]nrtr
I r_l r-J I ft
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Factor Loadíngs
Varimax Rotated

TabLe 27

on 25 Teacher Anxiety Varíables on
Factors for Post Student Teaching

Item
Factor Factor

TII
Factor FacEor

ITI IV
FacLor Tactor

V VI CommunalítY

I
2
aJ

4
5
6

7

I
9

10
l1
L2
13
L4
15
L6
L7
1B
T9
20
2L
22
L)

24
25

0. 099
O.LzL
0.226

-0. 009
0.289
0.099
O.zLL
0. 136
0.404
0. 319
0. 025
0.410
0.L79
0. 541
0. 175
0. 218
0 .637
0. r45
0. 636
0. 3r9
o .645
0.399
0 .445
0.259
0.290

8.6l-4

0. 002
0. 215

-0. 091
0.244
0.366
0 .667
0.077
0. 400
0. 066
0.L42
0.72r
0. 136
0.229
0.L97
0. 115
0. 893

-0. 017
0. 139
0.17 6

-0. 04 5
0.246
0. 016
O. 2BB

0.L94
0. lB7

1. 618

0. 563
0.093
0. rr9
0.300
0.262
0.L22
0. 593
0.2L1
0. 340
0 .464
0.253
0.246
0.646
0.259
0.358

-0. 083
0. 096
0. r57
0.083
0. 361
0. 151
0.186
0.068
0. 361
0. 353

r.116

0. 101
0.793
0.L7 6

0.133
0. 063
4.229
0. 06r
0. r37
O.L7B
0.058

-0.027
0.126
0. 280
0.105
0. 605
0.184

-0.047
0. 156
0. 083
0.L69
0.25s
0.092
0.226
o .460

-0. 143

0. 984

0. 184
0.2L6
0. 453
0. 563
o .466
0.32L
0.171
0. 380
0.290
0.436
0. 015
0. 396
0. 101
0.085
0.077
0.001
0. 043
0.120
0.224
0. 09r
0.247

-0.0r8
0.370
0. 186
0.298

0.67 5

0.L22 0. 386
0. 007 0.7 45
0.146 0.331

-0.072 0.490
0.325 0.613
0.074 0.630
0.0B9 0.442
0.239 0.¿r43
0.030 0.400
0. 160 0. 556
o .4r2 0 .7 56
0.2L4 0.466
0.106 0.60r
0.282 0.497
0.155 0.568

-0. 038 0. B8B
0.243 0.478
0.666 0.547
0.057 0.502
0.097 0.280
0.077 0.633

-0.098 0.2r2
0.276 0.550
0.377 0.624
0.3s7 0.48r

0. s63Eígenvalue
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Table 28

Factor Loadings on 25 Teacher Anxíety Variables on

Varimax Rotated Factors for the Year End

Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor
ItemIIIIIIIVVVICormnunality

I
2
aJ

4
5

6

7

B

9

l0
1l
L2
13
L4
l5
T6
L7
1B
L9
20
2L
22
LJ

24
25

0. 580
-0. rB9

0. 075
0. 258
0.252
0.138
0.107
o .497
0.205
0.081
0.263
0.262
O. TBB
0.476
0.255

-0.018
0.598
o .435
0. 307
0.286
0.196
0. 360

-0. 111
0.2r9
0. 554

8.24

-0.005
0.L82
0. 185
0.L25
0. 387
0.457
0.L62
0. 330

-0. 036
0.083
0.674
0.276
0.278
0. 385

-0. 056
0 .844
0.072
0.021
0. 187
0.L49
0. 150

-0.2L5
0.272
0.L97
0.425

L.49

0. 283
0. 102
0. 04r
0. 143
0. 603
0. 137
0.5L2
0. r53
0. 456
0.519
0.266
0.335
0. 285
0. 380
0.L44
0. 151
0.299
0.487
0. 533
0. 507
0.620

-0.003
0. 378
0.259
0.266

r.24

0.153
0. 054
0.111
0.7 44
0.L27
0.462
0.1r9
0. 16l
0.244
0. 356
0. r6B

-0.008
0.285
0.L42
0.L46
0. 078

-0.057
0.143
0. r4B
0. 057
0.027
0.094
0. 550
0.070
0.289

0. 90

0. 171
0.254

-0.L27
0. 088
0.077
0. 007
0.L79
0. r35
0.374
0. 2r3
0. 043
0. 198
0 .457
0.L69
0.254
0. 148
0. 168

-0.L26
0.044

-0. 020
0.249
0 .426
0.362
0.722
0.038

0.79

0.096 0.418
0.557 0.456
0.444 0.267
0.236 0.720
0.L46 0.620
0. 083 0.466

-0.062 0.349
0.047 0.426
0.059 0.454
0.2L6 0"502
0 .120 0. 638
0.382 0.478
0. r53 0.508
0.274 0.643
0.581 0.5r2
0.L24 0.779
0.025 0.484
0.157 0.488
0.113 0.450
0.296 0.452
0.038 0.509
0.464 0.581
0" 048 0.665
0.188 0.715
0.085 0.650

0. 63Eigenvalues
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Table 29

Sources of Anxiety Lísted as "Other"
in Source Questionnaíre

Frequency Source

267 Experienced

35 Self-confÍdence

25 Felt
14 Personal thoughts

11 Insecurity ín dealíng with adults

10 Relating to PeoPle

6 Learned in class

5 Acceptance of personal limitations

3 l(nown

3 Previous negative experÍences speaking ín front of others

3 Personal interest in kids

2 TendencY to get off track

2 LLfe desire to be a teacher

2 tñorked hard

1 Lack of training in makíng decísions

1 Read

1 Personal PhílosoPhY

1 Observed in schools

1 Learned to relax and feel confident

1 Tear of sPeaking in front of Peers

1 Donrt like the staff room

1 Built up tensions to a critíca1 point

I HoPed for
3 No resporlse gíven

393 Total
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Table 30

Expressed Student Teacher Concerns Not
Included in the Teacher Anxiety Scale

pupil evaluation (5):t
methods and critería used by Supervising Faculty in grading student
teachers (4)
relevancy of professional courses to practical application (3)

assignments for university courses Lhat are required to be

completed during the practicum (3)
relationships established wíth the cooperating teacher (4)

having to satisfy many masters (i.e.' cooperati-ng teacher, super-
vising faculty, principal, students) (2)
rapport wíth other teachers (2)
the different phílosophies of universíty supervisors
inadequate preparation for time management
the ïestrictions put on the life-style of the student teacher by

the professÍon
conflict of expecLaËions between self and cooperating teacher
Testrairits of time
fríghtened by young adolescent boys v¡ho are so "experienced"
finãing tutorial time for students who are behínd in specific
lessons
the amounE of overlap in many professional courses
the evaluative emphasis Ëo be placed on student teaching
having to take over a class at the beginning of the practicum
heavy work load
havíng to fiL inËo another teacher's framework
lack of confidence in minor teaching subjects
the competence of the evaluators of student teachíng
obtainíng student enthusiasm in the classroom
my ability to agree vrith the classroom teacher on teaching methods

the wíllingness of the classroom teacher to allow me to try things
without feeling superior or insulted

- i,Ihat do I do when my standards of discipline are more stríct than
those of the cooPerating teacher?
Faculty supervisors donl t See enough work to make a faír evaluation
tr]ill constructive criticisms come early enough to improve and rvill
there be continuous feedback on progress made?

handling the class if the teacher left for the day

z"-Frequencies greater than uníty indicated in brackets.




